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Pike Placed On Sodal
Probation For Art Theft
Q BY ELLA-MAY SETH
News Writer
•On November 22, the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity was issued a social probation by the Dean of Students Office for
its involvement in the art theft from
Mather Hall. This penalty prohibits Pike
from holding any open parties until February 20 of next semester. For all those
involved in the case, this latest incidence
marks the final chap ter in a drama which
began nearly three months ago.
On September 28, during a fraternity sponsored scavenger hunt, Pi Kappa
Alpha pledges stole one of artist and IDP
student John Bryan's photographs on
display in the Mather art space. The
responsible parries were discovered only
one month later when an unnamed informant approached Assistant Dean of
Students Kirk Peters with the information. In the meantime, however, the
artwork had been inadvertently destroyed.
Although the act was one of a
small group of individuals and not of the
fraternity as a whole, Pi Kappa Alpha is
still being penalized. The fact that the
photograph was taken during a fraternity event by fraternity members is not

the issue, according to the Dean of Students Office. Rather, it was the Pi Kappa
Alpha's failure to come forward with its
knowledge of the events and to accept
responsibility early on that made it an
accomplice to the crime. According to
Dean of Students David Winer, "Regardless of whether or not the pledge
who stole the item was doing it on his
own or as part of the pledge process, it
was a terrible thing to do and the fraternity should have immediately returned
the picture. "
Dean Peters, who issued theprobation, agrees, "If this had happened
and Pike had taken reponsibility, there
may not have been a penalty against the
group."
Apart from the loss of recognition, a social probation is the most severe
type of penalty a group can receive. Yet
Dean Peters defends the appropriateness of this disciplinary act. " This is not
the case of us dealing with Pike differently from any other group." Dean Peters admits that, due to the importance of
the issue, he did consult with other Deans
and the final decision was made by the
Office.
At the request of the informant, no
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Gerety Present With Other Administrators...

Trustee Retreat Investigates
College's Role In Hartfoid
D BY PETER FRIEDMAN
Associate Editor
In mid-November Trinity's trustees met for a retreat in West Hartford to
discuss the College's future in terms of its relationship with the City of
Hartford. Nineteen of the Twenty-four Trustees were present at the meeting,
which took place at the Hamilton Heights Convention Center.
The central theme of the retreat was ways in which Trinity College can
make a positive impact on the neighborhoods it borders. Included on the
agenda were the the incubation of ideas
on how to encourage urban revitalization of the Frog Hollow community,
continued efforts to cooperate with the
Institute of the Living and Hartford
Hospital and methods by which Trinity can help local public schools.
The Trustees also discussed two
other matters relating to Trinity's role
in the city, the problem of security on
campus and also how to integrate the
City of Hartford into the College curriculum. In addition the Trustees endorsed the formation of a permanent
President Tom Gerety.
standing committee on the reputation
and image of Trinity. The Trustees
also established an internal task force to be set up to work on area redevelopment.
Besides the Trustees, President Tom Gerety, Dean of Students David

please turn to page 5
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Four Trinity Alums Among Corporate
Annual Business Week Roster Lists CE.O.'s Of The 1000
Most Valuable Public American Corporations; No
NESCAC School Has More
Than Trinity

Harvard 24, University of Pennsylvania for the Corporate Elite, most of whom
and its Wharton School 20, Stanford and majored in business, Mr. Home believes
Northwestern 16 each, and Cornell 15.
his coursework helped him "with the art
Mr. Becherer majored in Econom- of communication." He continues to say,
ics while at Trinity. He received his MBA "If one can be an effective communicafrom Harvard Business School and joined tor, one can succeed in any field." One
John Deere & Company in 1962. During year out of college, Mr. Home decided to
his years at Trinity, Mr. Becherer was a join the family business. Watts Indusmember of Delta Psi fraternity, and the tries, established in 1874 and located in
Newman Club. He also served as Fresh- North Andover, Massachusetts, manuQBYRICKZEDNIK
man Class Secretary, worked as a Junior factures protective valying for pipelines.
Editor-in-Chief
Advisor, and ran varsity track. In 1983, He became the company's CEO in 1978.
Mr. Home remembers Trinity as a
The November 25 issue of Business Mr, Becherer became Senior Vice PresiWeek magazine lists the Chief Executive dent, Overseas Division, Farm Equip- "very tranquil" place before "the
Officers (CEO's) of America's 1000 most ment and Consumer Products for Deere Kennedy years, the war years, and the
valuable public corporations. No sister & Company. He was elected Executive protests." As advice to current Trinity
school placed more alumni on the list Vice President, Farm Equipment and students interested in pursuing a career
known as the "Corporate Elite" than did Consumer Products, Worldwide in 1986, in business, Mr. Home recommends that
Trinity. The four Trinity graduates on and he joined the company's Board of they "Go out and test it." He especially
advocates
the list are
working in
Hans
W.
a factory
Becherer '57,
because,
who heads
" b u siDeere & Comnesses are
pany, Timoopen to
thy P. Home
people
'59, who runs
willing to
Watts Indusgo
into
tries, John F.
manufacLevy '69, the
turing."
CEO
for
Mr. Home
Waban, and
suggests
Wilson
H.
Taylor '64, who is in charge of CIGNA Directors in February of that year, Mr. then getting the graduate school experiCorporation.
Becherer was elected President and Chief ence he never had, emphasizing that
whenhiring/Tvesoughtoutcandidates
Among comparable colleges, Operating Officer in April 1987.
Mr. Home was active in the Glee with higher degrees."
Amherst also has four alumni on the list,
Mr. Levy grew up in Newton,
as do Wesleyan and Williams. Bowdoin, Club and The Tripod while at Trinity. He
Hamilton, and Tufts onch have two was a member of Phi Kappa Psi frater- Massachusetts, where he displayed an
graduates making the lint, and Bates, nity and the Inter-Fraternity Council. A early eye for business as Finance ComColby/and Middlebuiy have one each. Romance Languages major while in col- missioner his senior year in high school.
Princeton boasts 35 alumni among the lege, Mr. Home says, "I was not aware I While at Trinity, he was an English major
Corporate Elite, more than any other was going to be a business man." Though and a member of Phi Kappa Psi fraterplease turn to page 5
college or university. Yale lists 30, his undergraduate studies are unusual

|®| Where do the faculty stand
on the possibility of an honor
code? Seniors David Shapiro
and Craig Bramley conducted
a survey of the faculty lastweek
to answer this question. To find
out the results, see News, Page
6. Has your meal been interrupted by a fire alarm lately?
To discover who Campus Safety
believes to have pulled some of
these alarms, .£ee News, Page 6
§ § Austin Arts Center was
home to two student performances this past week. The
Jesters presented two extraordinary plays at thier annual
"Tea Time Festival" and Theater/Dance courses ended the
semester with "Performance
Works"
SeeArts,Pagell
TO Both the Men's and Women's
basketball teams have opened
this season with three wins.
Hockey won the McCabe tournamentfor the third straightyear
when it defeated Amherst 5-0
Saturday night. Men's squash
evensitrecordat2-2while Men's
swimming picked up its first victory
See Sports, Page 16
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OPINION
Camp Paradox Revisted

One Just Solution
ity should make a New Year's resolution. We must not do what is
convenient and traditional. We must do what is just. This should be
specifically applied to the decision regarding the future of Greek
organizations on campus.
Society teaches us to accept inequality as unavoidable. Men dominate
government, academia, and business. That is not as it shouldbe, nor as ithas
to be. At Trinity, women have access to four Greek organizations while men
have access to eight. Men have an unfair advantage in opportunity.
There are three ways to remedy this system of chauvanist special
privileges. Trinity can: Add more all-female organizations; Abolish all of
these organizations; Force all existing organizations to go co-ed.
If Trinity added sororities to even the number of all-female organizations with the number of all-male organizations, the problem of gender
inequality would be solved. The possibilities open to each gender would be
equal, but also separate. This, as we Americans have learned, is not a viable
solution to issues regarding civil rights. What is the need for single sex social
organizations? Greek advocates profess a need for intra-gender bonding.
Colleges with many fraternities and sororities polarize men and women
further than society does already. Men and women will naturally congregate
with their own gender. We will all meet and form allegiances with people of
similar interests and outlooks. There is no reason to structuralize friendships
and fabricate bonds.
Abolishing Greeks would benefit Trinity by eliminating all relationships which have "fraternal" allegiance as their foundation. Trinity would
no longer worry about organizations which dominate the social life and are
rumored to breed sexism, elitism, and alcoholism. Perhaps this is true, but a
social void would be created. It would be most effective to preserve some of
the social infrastructure, instead of rendering it to dust. The Greeks provide
a place for leisure. Students are attracted to Greeks for two primary reasons:
to be part of a social organization and to get cheap alcohol. Quenching these
desires does not, however, necessitate a single-sex, selective environment.
Currently, Greeks do not provide a p erf ect social balance, but they have that
potential.
This potential could be reached only if the Greeks were to be co-ed and
inclusive. Today, you cannot join —no matter how hard you work, how
talented you are, or how much you may have to contribute— eight of
Trinity's ten social organizations if you are of the wrong gender. You cannot
join nine, if some of the members do not want you to.
If Greeks are going to feel pressure from their national charters not to
comply with these two new criteria, the question of empowerment arises. Is
Trinity's social life being controlled by forces outside the College?
The fate of Trinity's social environment is not up to the Trustees. They
will make their decision based on the options and evidence presented them.
If reform is to come, it will come only by way of student initiative.
Trinity can decide to continue to sit back and look the other way when
problems arise, or Trinity can decide to act. Action not aimed at convenience
or tradition, but action in the name of justice.
R.Z.

To the Editor:
I am writing in reference to the
letter by Professor Etzel Cardena in the
Nov. 19th issue of the Tripod. Although
I agree with Prof. Cardena that the play
"Camp Paradox" did have room for
improvement, I disagree with several
of his observations. The play accurately portrays the social environment
of a girl's camp in the sixties. It was
refreshing to see theater that showed
young women interacting and growing up in a positive, honest and humorous manner. The play was uniquely
female in its character. It gave us an
insiders view of how girls relate when
they are in an all-female environment.
Regarding the lover relationship
between Cory and Donna, I found the
sequence of events to be sad, but quite
believable. It is quite common for a 15
year old to declare undying love, and
completely change his or her mind
within 24 hours. Cory's desertion was
additionally fueled by her realization
of what she would have to give up in
order to continue being lovers with
Donna., .her best friend, her pride, her
standing with her peers. Putting the
play in the context of the 1960's, when

gay and lesbian pride was still basically nonexistent, her decision to
abandon Donna seems likely.
Cory abandons a part of herself
when she breaks away from Donna.
In her concluding remarks as an adult,
she still has not resolved her own
sexuality by her question of whether
Donna "abused" her. I was disappointed by this ending because it was
clear throughout the play that the
relationship was based on mutual
consent. A revised ending could bring
up many of the important issues that
Cardena mentioned, such as the gender identity and the development of
self.
Both the Director, Josh Karter,
and the playwright presented "Camp
Paradox" as a "work in progress". Its
focus on the female experience and
lesbian sexuality in the sixties make it
a unique production. I hope it will
continue to improve with each performance.
Sincerely,
Diane Martell
Coordinator
Women's Center

Challenging Campus Prejudices
To the Editor:
David Duke was defeated in
Louisiana but it seems his tactics and
ideology are sprouting up on the Trinity Campus.
We are writing in response to
the flyer campaign by "Non-Greeks
for Fraternities" which cited urban violence as a reason to retain the Greek'
system at Trinity. Yes, ridding this
campus of fraternities will present the
college with the need to find social
alternatives, and problems will probably arise surrounding these alternatives to the Greeks. But let us not
ignore the alternatives which already
exist on Trinity's campus (theater,
movies, student bands, sports, etc.)
To insinuate that the alternative

which the Hartford community would
provide is a knife in the stomach deliberately plays on racist, classist fears.
Hartford has many viable options
which often go unexplored by Trinity
students. The Reader's Feast,
Wadsworth Athanenaeum, Bushnell,
and the Hartford Stage, not to mention the many bars and restaurants in
Hartford are just a few of the options.
To infer that what lies beyond the
gates of Trinity are knife wounds, gun
shots, and violence is insulting. We
sincerely hope that Trinity College
students do not buy into such racist,
classist ideas as these.
Sincerely,
Allison McNamara '92
Paul Murphy '92
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The Tripod would like to see the Athletic Department do one of two things.
Either remove the line "By any standard, Trinity's sports complex is first rate..." from
the athletic brochures, or build one to fit the description. At present, our facilities do
not come anywhere close to other NESCAC schools, private schools, or certain area
high schools for that matter.
It's ironic that the hockey team is now playing some of their "home games" at
Avon Old Farms considering that the Whalers first offered to build the rink for Trinity
instead. Ah, what could have been.
Trinity's Rome Campus Six week summer program will beging on Monday June
1 and conclude on Thursday July 9. Students in the program will live at Trinity's Rome
Campus on the Aventine Hill, a tree-shaded neighborhood of parks, gardens, churches,
monastaries and private residences. The Aventine is near such famous monuments as
the Colosseum, the Arch of Constantine, the Circus Maximus and the Palatine Hill, and
is close to the central downtown area. Students take two of the five courses offered:
Introductory Italian, Intermediate Italian Conversation and Composition, Ancient
Roman Art and Civilization, Renaissance and Baroque Art of Rome, and Twentieth
Century Italy. Those fulfilling the Italian Studies minor may complete the requirement
to take two of their six courses at the Rome Campus.
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OPINION
The Observer Responds To Recent Resignation Letter
To the Editor:
We are grieved by the way Mr.
Wise chose to undertake his resignation.
As far as we are concerned it Jacked class,
dignity and most of all, it achieved nothing but bitterness all around. And this is
most unfortunate, as Mr. Wise has
broughtmalicious discord ata time when
the campus seemed to finally be coming
together (i.e. Town Meetings, Support
for the Greeks, e t c . ) . Well done, Mr.
Wise.
But to walk out on something is by

far the easiest thing one couldhope for. It ing." That is precisely what The Observer
says a lot about the person. If, indeed, article strived to avoid: mismanagement,
Mr. Wise did not see eye to eye with corruption and fraud. The point of our
some of The Observer's activities, as many article was to prevent any such activities
surely do not, he should have expressed from happening in the first place. By
his discontent and rectified the situation bringing all clubs under SGA bugetary
beforehand. But all this is irrelevant, for supervision, with public access to spendit is endemic to what differentates Mr. ing records, they would only be guaranteed a clean record. Besides, Trinity has
Wise from The Observer.
Mr. Wise, you seem incensed by notheard them complain, and nor sho uld
the now infamous ConnPIRG article and they.
Answer this: Why is ConnPIRG
"challenge the author to point to one
instance of proven ConnPIRG wrongdo- now at the top of the Budget Committee's

Agenda? Ob viously, we've addressed an
issue of sufficient importance to jolt the
Budget Committee into action. Surely,
Mr. Wise, you are not against budgetary
secrecy which can only breed corruption
and wrongdoing?
But we are not yet finished. To
accuse us indirectly of being anti Semitic
is downright cowardly, not to say stupid. "Anti-Semitic"describes a condition
so odious that it ought never to be tossed
around just because one doe's not agree
with what someone else is saying. To do
so not only defames the' innocent and
obscures the issue at hand; it also cheapens the word, threatening to rob it of all
meaning. After all, Mr. Wise, the only
thing as bad as an anti-Semiteis someone
who gives him room to hide.
And finally, Mr. Wise, you have
perhaps also forgotten that those associated with The Observer span a wide spectrum of political inclinations-everything
form liberal democrats to yes, even Dukeloving conservatives-yet what unites
them all is their willingness to objectively look at each other, argue and perhaps even disagree, but all done in a civil
manner. It is a forum where respectis the
central theme, and rational discourse is
the sole objective. This may hot always
be achieved, but the rewards stem from
: :
seeking it.
Mr, Wise perhaps it is you who
ultimately have done the greatestdisservice to the newspaper and to its readers
by disregarding your responsibility to
confront and to change, that with which
you disagree. Your resignation is accepted.
Sincerely,
The Trinity Observer '''"''

Anonymity Is The Observers Greatest Fault
To the Editor:
Jay Wise's letter of resignation to
the Observer, published in last week's
Tripod, succinctly highlighted some of
the many ills that plague those "straggling right wingers." His reasons for disassociating himself with that paper,
oddly, though, are remarkably different
from mine. Quite frankly, what articles
the Observer chooses to run, whether
they're in support of David Duke, rightto-lifers, or annexation of Canada, and
the type of people they choose to hang
out with, I could care not one bit. There is
room in political dialogue for an entire
spectrum of perspective: from Left to
Right and everything in the middle. It is
the right of freedom of expression—however fragile and weary that may be. Still,
it is one of the pillars upon which this
nation was constructed. It is the kind of
thing that allows David Duke and opposition like him to co-exist.
The Observer does make use of its
freedom to expressive "Conservative"

viewpoints but it does so in a manner
which can only be described as "intellectual cowardice:" no names.
No names.
Nowhere in the Observer, save the
letters to the editor, do names appear.
They'll tell you that if you want to know
the author of an article all you have to do
is ask but there is something inherently
deceptive about this policy. It allows
anyone to express any view behind a
cloak of anonymity. The institution takes
abuse for the individual. It is the same
mentality that permeates the military:
you don't kill, the uniform does. The
individual forfeits responsibility for his
own actions.
Thus, I question if it is conviction
which motivates those who continue to
write for the Observer. Though they may
be freer to write without fear of repercussion, they are also freer to be ignorant,
irresponsible, and ill-informed journalists who write due to whim rather than
thought. It forces each sentence to be

read with a grain of salt. How seriously
can a writer's views be taken, if he was
not sure enough -and perhaps proudenough of his beliefs to attach his name
to them? Not terribly.
It is not the Observer's political
views which are pertinent here but its
unwillingness to stand behind them and
support their writers. The newspaper is
not an alternative to the Tripod but a
gimmick that has already begun to wear
out its welcome. It's too bad. This campus is desperately in need of another
vehicle of discourse.
I do not mean to suggest by-lines
would lend the Observer immediate legitimacy. It would, however, go a long
way to creating perceptions of credibility. There is a time and place for anonymity but to subject an entire publication to
it renders it an absurdity.
And besides, it gives Right-wing
Conservatives a bad name.
' Sincerely,
Thomas J.Catlaw

'Uninformed And Insensitive Attitudes" Addressed
harmful and dangerous sentiments regarding the issues of sexual assault on this
To the Editor:
This letter is being written for two reasons, first in response to the letter campus. This attitude fosters actions and statements which hurt and disenipower
submitted by the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha in the last edition of The Tripod, and not only those women who are survivors of rape, but also all women, as they live in
secondly in an attempt to raise the level of understanding surrounding the issue of constant fear and apprehension of being victims of discrimination, harassment, and
assault.
sexual assault.
Many women within this community want to create lasting changes on this
During the weekend of Homecoming 1991, a group of students got together
and outlined "chalk bodies" all over campus in an effort to address and promote campus and we hope that others feel similarly. It is no longer acceptable to simply
awareness concerning the incidence of sexual assault on Trinity's campus. Within apologize and/or remain ignorant of the issues and expect that everything will be
these chalk bodies the message read: "A woman was raped here," and accompany- O.K., instead we all must endeavor to bring about, incorporate, and exercise a more
ing this statement was a series of fliers detailing statistics of rape and sexual positive and productive attitude towards the women in this community and the
harassment. The reactions to the fliers and bodies by the campus community ranged realistic problems and dangers they face.
from those who supported the effort, to those who were offended by the presentation, to those who just "did not get it." Regardless of the reaction, the reality is that
Sincerely,
people reacted, they thought about the implications and messages, and thus the goal
Nicole Curinga
Jessica Gilbert
of the "chalk bodies" was reached: awareness was raised.
Dawn Keane
Jennifer Ingersoll
Andrea Picott
Andrea Moody
Unfortunately less than two weeks later, as members of the Trinity commuMichelle Jasper
Kris Greenwald
nity walked to and from classes and employment on both Thursday and Friday
Kimberly Simmons
—A subgroup of Women Enraged (W.E.)
morning, they were confronted with another series of chalk bodies. These bodies,
however, depicted not a message about RAPE but rather an advertisement to
"RAGE" at the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. Once again, some people were supportive, some offended, and some clueless. However, among the group of offended
people were a number of women who were struck by the insensitivity and ignorance
of appropriating the symbolic chalk bodies from a message about rape to one of a
helped pay for, to watch Trinity play
To the Editor:
party. The result of these strong feelings of disappointment, hurt, and frustration
I just wanted to pass along one Amherst or Wesleyan on homecoming.
was a campus mailing to the entire student body on Friday November 22nd. The thought about a lew of the recent letters If the school were to abolish my fratermailing pictured a silhouette body with Pike's logo of RAGE written across the chest to the editor expressing the notion that nity, how would I, or any other fraternity
and incorporated within this depiction was the women's reaction. Thus, "rage" the fraternity houses should be put to member, be compensated for the past
became "enraged" and the question asked was does Pike think rape's a party?
other uses. The firstwas from Dan Lloyd's contributions he has made intohishouse?
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha "accused" this group of women of making a fable about the "OK Club" and the other
There is no way I would ever be"personal attack without justification." Likewise, these women feel that the brothers was from Craig Bramley's call for the lieve that I was treated properly by this
of Pike could be charged with the same offense in both their appropriation of the "new campus space." I graduated from school if my investment was to be "put to
chalk bodies, whether done ignorantly or intentionally, and in their letter to The Trinity in 1990, and I am a member of the other uses" after I had attempted to preTripod, in which the tone was offensive. There are strong sentiments concerning the Beta Beta Chapter of Psi-Upsilon at Trin- serve its future. Again, I am not only
growing rage and hurt which this community fosters in the minds and bodies of ity.
talking about dollars, but my personal
women on Trinity's campus. Hence, although we felt it necessary to address Pike's
In both letters, the authors fa iled to time. Some people may not think much
response, this letter is an attempt to address not Pike as a target, but as an example realize that for three years as an under- of our house, but to the brotherhood, it is
of a problem which is much more comprehensive and true of a large portion of the graduate I invested hours of time and a our home away from home. By the way,
Trinity community.
trememdotis amount of money into my Craig, what would you do if someone
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha felt we were "slandering" them with a fraternity house. I made, and continue to wanted to take your house and turn it
mailing, accusing them of a "lackadaisical attitude towards rape." However, our make these investments in my house into a restaurant for the better of the
response was, and is, not directed simply towards a general lackadaisical attitude because I want to ensure its longevity. I community?
which implies a lack of interest and/or indifference, but more so towards an attitude want to come back to my house in ten
Sincerely,
which is uninformed and insensitive, resulting in the promotion and perpetuation of years, which my fraternity owns and I
Chris Brown '90

Frat Alum Emphasizes Investment
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OPINION
PRAXIS Residents Say It Is Worth The Walk StudyGroup
To the Editor:
For all of you who believe that
theme dorms do nothing and offer nothing to our campus, this article is for you.
The PRAXIS Dormitory has had a very
successfulfirst semester, and we are looking forward to a full semester to come.
First, a point of clarification,
PRAXIS is not an acronym. Nor is it a
typographical error. It is a theoretical
cycle. The cycle of realizing the existence
of asocial problem, taking action on it,
then reflecting on one's actions in order
to take future actions, which will then be
reflected upon... and so on.
What exactly has PRAXIS done to
escape reproach? First, we have added
to the overall campus social life with
several all campus events. We co-sponsored a series of movies with the Women's
Center in our lounge, For Veteran's Day,
we organized a panel of local Vietnam

Vets to discuss the condition of life for
veterans in the U.S. today. We held two
lectures on the history and the politics of
Hartford.
We contributed to events like Community Outreach's Halloween Party on
Vernon St.. And, we created a "Activities Clearing House", a bulletin board on
which dorm residents and visitors can
publicize and learn about various events.
Within the dorm we have added to
the co-curricular experience at Trinity by
linking the residential life to the classroom. We took the "urban plunge" by
touring and learning about the diverse
histories, of Hartford's many neighborhoods. We had two "mission writing
and goal setting" meetings for the dorm.
We held movie nights for dorm residents. And, we opened the dorm's classroom to several seminars which have an
urban focus.

Beyond our work on the campus,
we have a commitment to the Hartford
community. In order to live in the Praxis
dorm, every resident must spend a minimum of two hours a week volunteering
in Hartford. In addition to these two
hours, we spent a very early morning
cleaning at the St. Elizabeth's Soup Shelter and later we volunteered with the
local election process, by phone calling
and flyering on the North End of the city.
Moreover, we have opened the dorm
itself to community groups such as the
Las Jovenes program and the Black Renaissance Community Coalition.
Next semester we are hoping to
offer many more all campus events and
we invite everyone attend. It may be a
long walk out here but it's worth it.
Sincerely,
Deborah McBride '93

Right
Macintosh
Right price.
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Macintosh Classic*System.
Macintosh.LC System.
Macintosh JIsi System.
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What's more, you may even qualify for the
Macintosh® computer system. Because right now new Apple Computer Loan, which makes buying a
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Finds Program
Groups'Pros
Outweigh Cons
To the Editor:
At theNovemeber 20th meeting of
the Study Group for the exploration of
ProgramGroups, the Group outlined the
pros and cons of ProgramGroups as they
currently exist at Trinity. Since the lists
of pros and cons which we compiled
were somewhat lengthy, the following is
a summary of those lists. A detailed
report in the form of the meeting minutes
is available upon request.
The Study Group concluded that
the benefits of Program Groups collectively fall under the heading of a generally improved dormitory experience. The
shared interests and goals provide the
opportunity for enhanced student-student and faculty-student interaction
within the residential setting. The Study
Group felt that this benefit could be utilized to reshape attitudes toward certain
less desirable dorms on campus.
The drawbacks of Program Groups
seemed to fall under the general heading
of negative campus reactions as a result
of decreased housing options. Questions with regard to evaluating individual
Program Group legitimacy and participants' eligibility also seemed to contribute to the animosity toward Program
Groups.
It was the Study Group's feeling
that Program Groups have much to offer
the campus community. While the benefits of Program Groups seemed farreaching and influential to the quality of
dormitory life, the negative aspects were
almost often technicalities which the
Study Group deemed easily mendable.
General solutions were outlined to rectify the drawbacks of Program Group
use; using the benefits to be gained
through a Program Groups to enhance
less popular dorms on campus; tightening the permission process which allows
participation in a Program Group; tightening the evaluation process governing
the formation of new Program Groups.
The goal of next week's meeting is
to outline specific parameters for the general solutions (i.e., numerical restrictions,
etc.) in the hopes of solving the technical
problems of Program Groups. This next
meeting will be on Wednesday, January
15th at 4:30 in the Committee Room.
Intersted parties are encouraged to contact me (x3055).
Sincerely,
Lara Schaeffer '94
Program Group Facilitator
Office of Residential Life

SFEThanks
Panel Participants
To the Editor:
Students for Equality would like
to thank La Voz Latina and the Women's
Center for co-sponsoring the panel discussion on the abortion issue which took •
place this past Thursday, December 5th.
In addition, we would like to thank Dr.
Adrienne Fulco for mediating the discussion and those concerned members
of the Trinity community who were
present at the event, especially those who
addressed the panel.
Sincerely,
Sara Wedlock '93, Chairperson
Students for Equality

I'ji
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Excellent Teaching If s All In The Strategy
•

BY RICK ZEDNIK
Editor-in-Chief

over that already..." Ms. Adcockbelieves
this signals that the teacher "is not in
touch with where the class is."
Actively promoting student-professor mutual respect is an effective tactic. Ms. Adcock '94 tells of two professors
she has had who create such an atmosphere by putting themselves on a level
with their students. Assoc. Prof. James
Heeren does so by addressing all his
students as Mr. and Ms. Professor Lloyd
achieves the same end on a less formal

To excell at anything, one must
do two things. First, the basics must be
mastered. Then, great ones go above
and beyond the standard of expectation. Teaching is no exception.
When it comes to teachers, Trinity has its share of great ones. Having
honed their basic skills, they have defined their own imaginative approach.
They are informally recognized for their
ability. Students compete to sign up
for their classes. While these professors continue to inspire learners,
some of their colleagues continue to
tire learners. Trinity has some professors who may not have met the
first criterion for excellence in teaching.
What are the differences?
Strategy. To succeed, a professor •
must derive a game plan which
encorporates innovative plans held
together by a strength in fundamentals. The classes at Trinity provide a
forum of good and bad examples of
both the fundamentals and the ex- Prof. Lloyd oversees small groups.
ceptions of teaching strategy.
basis by requesting his students to call
Discouraging questions is a sure him by his first name, Dan.
way to turn off students. One student
One of Goe Miyazaki's '93 profestold of a professor who would say sors breaks down barriers between him"Good" and congratulate the class self and his students by walking around
when silence was the answer to his the classroom and constantly asking
inquiry of "Are there any questions on questions. "He keeps us on pur toes,"
the reading?" Robyn Adcock '94 tells says Mr. Miyazaki. "He is a guy of qualof one teacher who answered many ity over quantity. He may revise his sylquestions with responses of "We went labus to ensure understanding of the

material." The result, he says, is that, "He
makes me want to come to class prepared with questions."
Away from the basics, teaching
strategy at Trinity can be elaborate. The
College's ad hoc faculty "Committee on
Intellectual Life," which has come to be
known as the "Friday Committee," compiled faculty contributions addressing
this topic a year ago. The result is a
collection of professors' reflections on
effectively employed strategies, titled
"Active Learning: Teachers and
Teaching at Trinity, 1990."
The entries vary greatly in
method, but little in motivation. All
are aimed at active student participation in the learning process. Among
the more engaging methods are simulation games used by Asst. Prof.
Cheryl Greenberg, Prof. Eugene
Leach's journal requirements, and
Assoc.Prof. Randy Lee's final reports
on audio tape.
Other strategies which are becoming more-common, especially
since a Harvard study found them to
be effective, are reaction papers and
small group work. Prof. Lloyd uses both
strategies and has found them fruitful.
Whatever the strategy is, students
apparently agree with Mr. Miyazaki
whenhesays thatthe difference between
the bad courses and the good courses he
has taken is the "contrast between feeling like I am being stuffed with information, and having the opportunity to digest information." $0

Pi Kappa Alpha
Punished..
continuedfrom page 1

disciplinary action was taken
against the individuals directly involved
with the theft. Though not the norm, the
Dean of Students Office was willing to
honor this request Had the informant
not come forward, Dean Peters believes
that, due to the fraternities' effective network of secrecy, the truth would never
have been uncovered.
When members of Pi Kappa Alpha realized that the art had been destroyed they did contact the artist but,
according to Dean Peters, this action did
not rectify the situation; it was simply,
"too late." He added, "The bottom line is
that the art would not have been destroyed if they had takenresponsibility."
Though Dean Peters believes the behavior exhibited by the fraternity during this
incidence to be atypical of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, he maintains that, "it
doesn't excuse their actions."
NickMaglio '92, President of Pike,
had little to say of the event. "We 've got
our probation now and we consider it
closed."®
:

Trinityfs Own
Corporate Elite...
continued from page 1

nity. He also played tennis as a
freshman, served on the JFreshman Executive Council, and worked as a Junior
Advisor. He received his MBA from
Harvard Business School in 1973 and
immediately joined Waban. He became
'Sensitive, Approachable, And Trained Women At Sanctioned Parties.'
CEO of the company in 1990.
Mr. Taylor was valedictorian of
his class at Trinity. He received honors in
Math and general scholarship. He was
end will necessitate additional monitors. awarded Phi Beta Kappa, the First Year
this campus."
• BY COURTNEY SFERRO
Currently, the group seeks inter- Math Prize, and the Phi Gamma Delta
Originating from a suggestion
News Writer
made at a panel on sexual assault last ested women wishing to become active Second Prize and Third Prize. Mr. Taylor
year, EllenMcCusker '91 conceptualized participants. Organizer Nessy Thomp- was a member of Sigma Pi Sigma and Pi
Mid-November 1991 marked the the peer monitor program. Building on son claims, "I feel we need to stress the Gamma Mu. He did not attend graduate
formal commencement of Trinity her early formations, the founding quar- fact that this program is in place to pro- school and was hired as Actuarial AssisCollege's Female Peer Monitoring Sys- tet has produced a college first. No other mote the safety of all women on campus tant, Connecticut General Life Insurance
area schools provide such a female ser- and as such we are hoping as many Company, Reinsurance Department.
tem.
women from diverse organizations will After twenty years with the company,
Officially acknowledged by the vice.
Dean of Students, the Student GovernFemale Peer Monitors, supported participate." Ms, Ballard reminds how, Mr. Taylor became President of CIGNA's
ment Association, and the Inter Frater- by organizations such as B-Psi, TCAC, importantly "women are getting in- Property and Casualty Business in 1983.
nity Council, the service organization IFC, and the Student Government Asso- volved and stepping in" to create a bal- He became CIGNA's CEO three years
aims to improve the crowded atmo- ciation, are required to complete a free anced, more comforting, and fun place ago.Mr. Taylorserved on Trinity's Board
sphere of social functions by providing ten hour training program addressing for all.
of Fellows from 1974 to 1980.
the presence of sensitive, approachable, topics like sexual assault, alcohol use/
Training, which began Sunday,
The four Trinity alumni earn an
and trained women at sanctioned par- abuse,
communication
skills, December 8, will continue on Tuesday, average salary of $900,000, ranging from
ties. According to their protocol, the assertiveness, and help procedures. December 10 from 7:00-9:30. Sessions
peer monitors will primarily focus on While cooperating with certified Peer are held in the Seabury Chapel. W
the list of 1000 is $868,000. $
both the issues and the actions surround- Counselors, the Women's Center, and
ing sexual assault and harassment.
the Sexual Assault Crisis Service, peer
Actualized as a result of the com- monitors will not be qualified to counsel
bined efforts of Stephanie Noyes '92, victims but will assume the role of an
Rachel Ballard '92, Nessy Thompson '92, advocate or referral agent.
and Rachel Schreier '93 (with the guidRemaining sober and wearing
ance of Diane Martel, Head of the brightpurple T-shirts reading"No Safety
Women's Center), the group cites victim in Silence", female monitors will talk to,
assistance and student education as its calm, and escort those students desiring
principal goals.
aid. The women will no t be replacements
Not specifically a Greek creation, for male monitors most organizations
peer monitors will be, as of next semes- already provide. They will be silent
Caroline Lee Blume
Noah Jonathan Eccles
ter, present at all registered school-wide supplements, who, when a disturbance
functions running 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. They, occurs, may only recommend the reRebecca Emily Burt
Maura Gedid
however, will not observe "late night moval of a guest. All final actions reSarah
Katherine
Chappell
Karen
Marci Isgur
garding dismissals or further actions beparties."
Jennifer Y.Chi
Dianna Jean Mounsey
Called a community creation and come the responsibility of the sponsornot a sorority political move, the group ing organization.
Paula Mary Cinti
Kimberly A. Mugford
The Female Peer Monitoring prorecognizes, according to Ms, Noyes, the
Merritt Lynne Colaizzi
Jennifer Tarozzi
"need to make the campus safe for all gram is now a part of SGA's new alcohol
women...and the need to do this to- policy. Two certified peer monitors must
Alisa Natalie Coren
Marshall A. Whittlesey
gether." Ms. Shreier adds, "I see this be present at every open party or activity
program as being organized by the beginning in January. Larger events,
women of this campus for the women of such as Homecoming or Spring Week-

Female Monitoring System Into Effect

Phi Beta Kappa Initiates
December 5,1991
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False Fire Alarms May Be
Pranks Of Non-Students
Q BY JIM BARE
News Writer
A false fire alarm during dinner
in Mather Hall which caused the entire
building to be evacuated was only the
latest of the more than 20 false alarms
that have occurred this year.
The alarm in Mather was the
third alarm that has been set off in the
building in the last month, However,
unlike most fire alarms on camp us, the
suspects are not students. According
to Director of Campus Safety Brian
Kelly, the alarm was p ulled by a group
youths. "Campus safety had noticed
four non-student youths hanging
around in the game room. They were
asked to leave... and agreed to after
finishing a game of pool. Several minutes later, however, they were seen by
the game room supervisor pulling the
alarm and running out." The youths
were not apprehended.
The alarm caused the entire
building to be evacuated, including
the dining hall, where dinner was in
progress. Students were forced to leave
their food and wait outside until the
situation was resolved. This was the
second such alarm to happen during
dinner, both wreaking havoc on the
dining hall. Because the cause of the
alarm was known, the building was
reopened quickly.
According to Da vid May, Director of Food Services, after the alarm/
the dining hall was reopened, although
it was after the seven o'clock closing
time. Said Mr. May, "We don't know
who has been in, and who hasn't.,, it
ends up being a free-for-all. When
everyone gets a new tray and silver-

ware, we don't have enough food to
feed everyone again." According to
Mr. May, in the future, whatever food
is already prepared will put out, and
will be served until it is gone.
There also was a fire alarm in
• Mather Hall during WRTC's SKA Fest.
The number of fire alarms this
year as of November 1 was 20, down
from 22 last year. According to Mr.
Kelly, not all of the false fire alarms
were of malicious intent. The alarms
can be set off by either a box being
pulled, or by a smoke detector. Mr.
Kelly said that "If a student is caught,
we will probably have them
arrested...both Trinity and the Hartford Fire Department will press
charges,"
The penalty for setting off a false
alarm is $1,000 dollars. If the person
who is responsible is caught, then they
will be fined. But if the person is not
caught, then the entire floor where the
alarm is set off has to split the bill.
When an alarm is set off in a common
area, it is possible that the entire dorm
will be fined.
A possible preventative measure
would be to install special alarm boxes
that spray a dye when being set off to
mark the offender. To prevent such
false alarms, the University of Hartford
has installed special alarm boxes that
require an outer box to be broken to be
able to access the actual alarm shunt.
Mr. Kelly said that both types of preventative measures are expensive to
install campus wide, and the number
of alarms that are set off doesn't warrant the installation. However, if a
certain dorm was having a large number of fire alarms, installation might be
considered. ®

Trustee Retreat Looks At Hartford
commitment on behalf of the Trustees to
include
the City in the curriculum. "The
Winer, Dean of Admissions David Borus,
Campus Safety Director Brian Kelly and College is sometimes self-concious about
Director of Community Relations Eddie its place in the city, if we include the city
Perez attended the retreat. Mr. Perez in our school then we can begin to feel
also took the Trustees on a guided tour more comfortable about it." Gerety said.
through Hartford, taking them through President Gerety, who has repeatedly
stressed his belief in "liberal arts in the
some of the more indigent areas.
Dean Winer and Brian Kelly spoke real world" plans to use this opportunity
to the Trustees about the problems of to try to put his words into action. "Hopemaintaining a safe campus in an urban fully with our idealism we can produce a
area. Their report included statistics better city."
The fourth issue that the Trustees
which suggest that although people may
feel uncomfortable, Trinity's actual rate dealt with was the formation of a comof crime is even with most other schools mittee dealing with the reputation and
in comparable areas. Even so, the Trust- image of Trinity. As Dean of Admissions
ees promised to back Campus Safety's David Boms commented, "In light of
efforts "to thefullestextentneeded." As economics and demographics, we must
President Gerety noted "It is important do a better job of getting the message out
that students and prospective students about Trinity." Mr. Borus insisted that
should feel comfortable in the area so this committee was not a Machiavellian
that they feel that they can go out into the ploy to give the school a slick image.
"This isn't trying to just put a good marCity and be active."
keting
spin on the College, we're really
As for helping to revitalize the area,
President Gerety said that the school trying to find a more advantageous way
would take a multi-pronged offensive. of bringing out the good quali ties thatwe
The Trustees indicated that in addition feel already exist here."
Dean Borus admitted that there
to continued partnerships with thelnstitute of the Living and Hartford Hospital, were conflicting views on how to go
they would like to see Trinity join with about the process, but said that he felt
local corporations and help to stabilize confident that a consensus would be
the neighborhood and its schools. In reached on how to go about turning the
addition, the Retreat report makes it clear plans and intentions into concrete rethat the College will make all efforts to sults.
Although the report from the re"support the enhancement of campus
volunteer programs aimed at interaction treat states that the committee will
with the community." • President Gerety "...bring together pe'ople from the
also noted that the Trustees would also Board...and individuals from the cammake an effort to encourage alumni to pus community" neither Gerety or Borus
invest in the area, and to help the people would say whether or not students would
be part of the effort.
of the area help themselves.
One point that both men made
The President also said that the
funds for this project would not come clear was that the focus of the committee
from another capitalf und campaign. "At would be greater than just admissions.
the present time we are financially sound Dean Borus commented that although
enough to undertake this venture. Trin- he felt that admissions had pressing
ity continues to run its budgets in the. needs, such as its own facility, the image
black, unlike some other schools of our and reputation of the school transcends
his office, and is an issue for students,
size.
The retreat also produced a firm faculty and alumni. ^
continued from page 1

Trustee Fraternity Committee Meets With Students
O BY JANE REYNOLDS
News Editor

On Frid ay, December 6, a meeting
was held in Rittenberg lounge to give
members of the Trustee Committee on
Fraternities and Sororities a chance to
meet with students. Although there are
seven trustees on this committee, only
two, Paul Raether '68 and Robert Stepto
'66, were present at the meeting. There
were several last minute, "unexpected
absences," according to Mr. Raether,
Leaders of all seventy student organizations, the president of each class, and the
SGA executive board were also formally
invited, but only about fourteen of these
student leaders showed up.
Both Mr. Raether and Mr. Stepto
were members of fraternities while at
Trinity. In addition, eight out of the
fourteen students classified themselves
as Greeks. The majority of the meeting
was spent in a discussion of practical,
rather than ideological, issues.
President of the SGA Craig Woerz
'93 said the SGA "hasn't taken a position
as a body" but that they want to "work
with what we have to enhance the social
life."
Mr. Stepto said that Trinity is "not
a campus we can tear down and put back
up." He added that "my view is that this
isn't a simple matter of yes or no on this
issue.
Both trustees had many questions

for the students about what they think of
the social life at Trinity. Most students
agreed that strong social alternatives to
the fraternities must be developed. Derek Abrams '93, President of SOAR (Students Organized Against Racism) and
• anR.A. Peer Mentor said thathe saw a lot
of pressure put on students, especially
freshmen, to attend the fraternity parties. As Mr. Abrams put it, "there are
alternatives but no competition."
Deb McBride '93, head of the Praxis
dorm, agreed' that ".we need a competitive alternative," Various groups such as
TCAC and the R.A, program were then
discussed as providers of alternatives.
Drew Kemalian '92, head of the.
SGA Fraternity and Sorority Committee,
pointed to the SGA poll taken last spring
as evidence that fraternities should not
be abolished. About 85% of the 800 students polled voted in favor of keeping
fraternities. He also pointed to the large
numberof students rushingasadditional
support and said to the trustees, "you
should respond to this support." Mr.
Kemalian went so far as to suggest that
abolition should not be an option for the
trustees to consider. Mr. Raether, however, did not agree.
The discussion then turned to possibly permitting new Greek organizations, especially sororities, to form. Many
of these students were in favor of this
option since, as Mr. Abrams put it, there
are "not enough choices."

Mr. Stepto questioned the exclusivity of the Greek system, saying that in
choosing their members, they are "not
just secretive on these issues, they are
whimsical on these issues."
Chrissy Hewitt '93, junior class
president, said "if we expanded, then

almost everyone would be able to participate."
Mr. Stepto and Mr. Raether enco uraged additional feedback in the form
of letters from students present at the
meetingwhofelttheydidnotgetachance
to express their views. (jj$

Faculty Foiled On Honor Code
• BY DAVID SHAPIRO & CRAIG BRAMLEY
Special to the Tripod

Last week, a short poll concerning the possibility of the introduction of an
honor code at Trinity was distributed to the faculty. As an honor code would be
an important topic in the future of this institution, it is both important and
interesting to find out what the opinion of the faculty is on this issue. The faculty
was polled because it is more familiar with the topic through its own experience.
The poll was shown to Professor Channels of the Sociology Department
before it was distributed last Tuesday morning to the population of faculty
members on campus this semester. 192 questionnaires were distributed, and 104
were returned. This response rate of 54.2% is considered adequate by sociologists.
62% of the respondents were male, and 38% were female.
30 of the respondents perceived a problem of academic dishonesty on
campus at large, while 44 were not in agreement with respect to whether or not an
honor code would work on the Trinity campus. The poll indicated that 76.67% of
the former groups thought that an honor code would work on the Trinity campus,
and 75.00% of the latter group indicated the same opinion.
The main question of the survey was, "Do you think some form of a student
honor code would be beneficial to the Trinity Campus?" To this question, 80.4% of
the respondents answered yes. The standard deviation is 3.9%. The question topic
was also addressed in a slightly different manner, as described above, with nearly
identical results. These results clearly show that the vast majority of the Trinity
faculty is in support of the introduction of an honor code. Any form of an honor
code, however, would only function if a majority of the student body supported it,
since it would rely on student action, (jjj)
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ANNOUM
CALENDAR
Lectures
11 Wednesday
"NMR Studies of Membrane Proteins Structure and
Function," by Lynn Marie
Thompson, Assistant Professor
of Chemistry, Wellesley College.
4:15 p.m. Clement room 210.
Sponsored by Trinity College
Department of Chemistry. Refreshments willbe served at 3:45
p.m.

12 Thursday
"Women in the Ministry:
An Informal Conversation with
the Rev. Ann (Nancy) Stoughton
Charles, chaplain of Trinity College. 12:15 p.m. Women's Center, Mather Hall. Lunch Series
Fall 1991 presented by Trinity
Womens Center and Trinity
College Faculty Grants Office.

Chapel

Exhibitions
"Mark Twain's Hartford
Connections," the inaugural exhibition of the Mark Twain Memorial Program at Trinity College. Watkinson Library, Trinity College Library. Hours: Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. through January 31.
"TheVictorianParlorGarden," an exhibition of books of
interest to indoor gardeners of
the late 19th century, curated by
Karen Clarke. Watkinson Library, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. through March
30.
The Studio Arts Annual,
a holiday showcase exhibition
of painting, prints, sculpture and
drawings by Trinity College students. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily
through December 19th. Austin
Arts Center's Widener Gallery.

Holy Eucharis t will be celebrated at 7:00 p.m. on Sundays.
Music
Evening Prayer will be
Music recital featuring
said weekdays at 5 p.m. It will
beheldin the Friendship Chapel performances by Trinity College
on Mondays, Wednesdays, studentvocalistsandinstrumenThursdays, and Fridays, and in talists. Tuesday, December 19.
the Crypt Chapel on Tuesdays. 7:30 p.m. Reception to follow.
Roman Catholic Mass will Austin Arts Center's Garmany
Hall. Free admission.
be held on Sundays at 5 p.m.

N E W TRIPOD EDITORS FOR
SPRING SEMESTER 1992:
Editor-in-Chief: Jay Akasie '93
Managing Editor: Dan Scanlan '93
Announcements Editor: Amy McGill '94
Arts Editors: Laurel Portnoy3 '93, Sara
Wedlock '93
Features Editors: Cliff Fuller '94, Chris
Morea '94
News Editor: Jonathan Heuser '93
Opinion Editors: Jim Barr '95, Ella-May Seth
Sports Editor: Tim Richman'93
World & Nation Editors: Eli Lake '94, Jay
Wise'95
/
Senior Editors: David Gerber, Pat Keane, John
Kehoe, Nicole Moretti, Jane Reynolds
Contributing Editor: Samreen Malik '93
Photography Editor: Cynthia Kron '92
Copy Editors: Quanti Davis '93, Matthew
Drmkwater '93
Business Manager: Rick Zednik '93
Budget Director: Kirsten Kowalski '93
Circulation Manager: Betsy Ludwig '92

COLGATE UNIVERSITY
. . .invites you to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Master of Arts in Teaching,
decree to liberal arts graduates interested in teaching hi£h
school science, mathematics, English, and social studies.
Generous financial aid is available to qualified students.
For more information write to Colgate University, Jo Anne
Pag,ano, Chair, Department of Education, 13 Oak Drive,
Hamilton, 13346-1398 / Phone (315) 824-7256.

On And Around Campus
The Philosophy Depart- zarda (1964) and Christmas. Fesment has added another section tivities include a dance with
of Symbolic Logic to its Spring African, American, and
schedule (PHIL 205-02). It will Carribean music. African food
be taught Thursday, 6:30-9:30 will be sold at a low cost. The
p.m. The course fulfills the Nu- public is very welcome.
meric and Symbolic Reasoning
The location is VFW Post
requirement.
254, Newington Avenue, HartIf you are interested in ford. 9 p.m.,to 2 a.m. Donations ,
taking this section of the course, .are $10,,' $5 for students,, Call,,
please see Prof. DeLong, 346-0265 for more information.
McCook 326, to get a permission slip signed.
The Women's Committee
On December 21st, the of the Wadsworth Atheneum
African Affairs Association of announces four days with
Greater Hartford is sponsoring events and entertainment for
a celebration of the indepen- children, seniors, and families
dence of Kenya (1963) and Tan- during the 18th annual Festival
of Trees. The Festival, a com"Lucky Night Out," mu- munity-based holiday celebrasic in a jazz club setting. The tion organized by the Women's
Trinity College Jazz Band will Committee, will be held at the
open for the Connecticut group, downtown Hartford museum
Jazz SextetFriday, December 13. December 7 through 15, 1991.
9 p.m. Austin arts Center's All proceeds from the Festival
Goodwin Theater. General ad- of Trees are donated to the
mission: $6; students and senior Wadsworth Atheneum. General
citizens: $4. Tickets: (203) 297- admission: $3; senior citizens,
$2. Festival admission is taken
2199.
in lieu of general admission for
the event. Hours: 10:00 a.m. to
Films
5:00p.m. every day exceptMon"Vagabond," part of the day, December 9, when the
film series, "Women in French museum is closed.
and Italian Cinema," showcasing outstanding directors and
The following exhibitions
actresses. Seabury 9-17,off Sum- are being held at the William
mit Street. 7 p.m.
Benton Museum of Art:

"Encore: Reviewing the
Past," with art from important
exhibitions at the Benton in the
past 25 years, including Shaker
furniture, Connecticut Impressionism, African sculpture,
Mexican masks, paintings by
Dwight Tryon, Milton Avery,
Nicholas Vasilieff, and more.
^'"Sculpture t by : David
Bakaiar' Icons for f/*e' 21st Cen-

tury," twenty-on^ works of contemporary sculpture crafted in
aluminum and stainless steel.
The museum is located at
245 Glenbrook Rd. at UConn,
Storrs.

• Career Counseling *\
Office

r

The Career Counseling Office is offering an OnCampus Recruiting Workshop December 5th at4p.m.
inMcCook Auditorium, This
informational meeting is
highly recommended for
those students planning on
participating in the recruitment which commences
earlynext semester. Find out
how to get a head start and
take advantage of the job
opportunities that will be
available through the campus recruitment program
starting in January!

Calendar For Academic Year 1992-1993
Fall Term 1992:
Aug. 29
Saturday
Aug. 29
Saturday
Aug. 31 Monday
Sept 1
Tuesday
Sept. 2
Wednesday
Sept. 2
Wednesday
Sept. 3
Thursday
Sept. 9
Wednesday
Sept. 25-26 Friday-Sat.
Oct. 5-9
Mon.-Fri.
Friday
Oct. 23
Nov. 7
Saturday
Nov. 24
Tuesday
Nov. 25 Wednesday
Nov. 30
Monday
Dec. 11
Friday
Dec. 12-13 Sat.-Sun.
Dec. 14-18 Mon.-Fri.

New students arrive. Residences open to new students after 9:00 a.m.
New student convocation at 1:00 p.m.
Upperclassmen arrive.
Check-In. Mandatory for upperclassmen for Fall Term 1992.
Undergraduate classes begin.
Matriculation ceremony at 4:00 p.m.
Matriculation Sign-In, 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
• Drop /Add period ends,
Parents Weekend,
Reading Week. No regular classes for undergraduates.
Mid-term.
'.
Homecoming.
Thanksgiving Vacation Begins after last class.
College offices close at noon.
Classes resume.
Last day of undergraduate classes.
Reading Days.
Final Examinations.

SpringTerml993:
Sunday
Jan. 17
Monday
Jan. 18
Tuesday
Jan. 19
Tuesday
Jan. 26
Feb. 22-26 Mon.-Fri.
Mar. 11
Thursday
Apr. 2
Mon.-Fri.
Apr. 12
Monday
May 3
Monday
May 4-6 Tues-Thurs.
May 5-6 Wed-Thurs,
May 6-13 Thur.-Thur.
May 7
Friday
May 14
Friday
May 23
Sunday
June 10-13 Thur.-Sun.

Residances open to students after 12 noon.
Check-In. Mandatory for all students for Spring term 1993.
Undergraduate classes begin.
Drop/Add Period ends.
Reading Week. No regular classes for undergraduates.
Mid-term.
Spring Vacation begins after last class.
Classes resume.
Last day of undergraduate classes.
Reading Days (Reading Days end at 3:00 p.m. on May 6).
General Examinations for Seniors (end by afternoon of May 6).
Final Examinations (Final Examinations begin at 3:00 p.m., May 6).
Honors Day ceremony at 3:30 p.m. in the Chapel.
Senior grades due.
Commencement Exercises for the 170th academic year.
Reunion Weekend.
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WORLD AND NATION
Q BY ELIJAH LAKE AND JAY WISE
World & Nation Writers

Norman Schwartzkopf:
Eli: America's favorite drinking buddy, and he plays chess too.
Jay: Yeah, but he looks a little pudgy in those fatigues.

Jay: What? This thing is still going on? Let's bury it all, except for Fawn, who can
stay with me.

Color Me Badd:
Eli: These guys have talent, and that sex song. Wacky stuff.
Jay: Really, really cool hair as well. I think Paul Simon writes their lyrics.

Yellow Ribbons, Flag waving and "Voices that Care":
Eli: This is not 1945. We're not number one. Wipe those tears of joy, and get angry
at the government.
Jay: Oh, come on. You're just bitter we won. I will go with you on "Voices That
Care," though. Ick.

The Democratic Party:
Eli: Bitch, Bitch, Bitch. You guys give the Left a bad name.
Jay: It's you neo-socialist hippies that give the left a bad name, Eli.
Multi-Culturalism:
Eli: Go with it. Long overdue, besides it ticks George off.
Jay: Thin ice. Need I say more?
LA. Police Department:
Eli: Striking similarity to protest in Selma.
Jay: It's awfully hard to be witty about something this visceral, but I wish
Darryl Gates had been your father.
USA Today:
Eli: McNews. If only they had some Mclntegrity.
Jay: Pour color dress, good reading materials for four-year olds. Nice weather
maps, though.
The Recession:
Eli: Time for another war? Just to get Americans to stop whining about the
plummetting economy. (That's sarcasm)
Jay: Oh, hey, if George Bush says its over, it's done with (That's sarcasm too).

The fall of Communism in The Soviet Union:
Eli: There's always Cuba.
Jay: Yeah, where they're using mules in the street and holding hundreds of political
prisoners. What a system. Also, everyone there smokes cigars.
Jay's ethnocentrism:
Eli: I apologize.
Jay: And I apologize for Eli's immaturity. Some people just don't understand when
they're beat.
Will Smith:
Eli: What a team player. Jack would be era proud. Keep the tradition alive.
Jay: He's almost as harmful to the liberal cause as you are, Eli.
Clarence Thomas:
Eli: OyVey.
Jay: Long Dong Silver: A great flick. See if your Poli-Sci professor'll give you extra
credit for renting it.

The Twins and The Braves:
Eli: Great series. But that Tomahawk stuff is really insensitive.
Jay: I'm surprised that folk-music singing, hashish-smoking, Marx-reading,
David Duke:
mulitculturalism-espousing liberals like you even know what baseball is.
Eli: A George Bush in Klans clothing. Would you be interested in buying any Israeli Eli: I don't like folk music.
Bonds?
Jay: I've got to get the name of his plastic surgeon.
Mario Cuomo:
Eli: Make up your mind already. We're waiting.
John Sununu:
Jay: Who cares? Bill Clinton's the man.
Eli: Sexy Smile. And that stamp collection, quite a turn on.
Jay: A shame he's gone: he can't mess up Bush anymore.
90210:
Eli: You guys are so hip and so cool. "Like racism sucks, and the environment
Pro Life Fanaticism:
sucks, and like how does my hair look."
Eli: How many fetus photos do you guys have anyway?
Jay: I'm going to grow my sideburns out, and be just like them.
Jay: Pro Choice has far better slogans, anyway, like "Keep your rosaries off our
ovaries."
Non-Alcoholic Beer:
Eli: The same old swill, just no buzz.
The Saving and Loans Crisis:
Jay: I thought that the only redeeming feature of beer was that it got you drunk.
Eli: Way to run an economy, Ronny. Thank you very much.
Jay: Look, I .think we can conclusively say that he was asleep at the time: it's not his 1991:
fault.
Eli: Mediocre. The plot was contrived, the acting was so so. But that soundtrack!
Those Color Me Badd guys have a big future.
OUieNorth:
Jay: I have to go. I'm late for my required class in multiculturalism. The high point
Eli: Great timing, Ollie. Wouldn't want to tell the truth when you were say, under of 1991, though, was easily the fact that Clemens won his third Cy Young. Justice,
oath.
friends, does prevail. @

World And Nation Wishes
Dan Scanlan A Speedy Recovery

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi

Gallows Hill Bookstore
at Trinity College
Classic & contemporary books for
adults & children.
Special Orders
-Store HoursMon-Frill-8 (203)297-5231
Sat-Sun 12-5

300 Summit Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06106

10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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WORLD AND NATION
The G.O.P.: A Crippled Elephant?
Reflections On Hostages1
Release, Halting Peace Process

embarrassment if he loses some of the
states in the primary. Buchanan's challenge will come largely from conservaIt seems as though George Bush's tive Republican states in the North such
administration is in a constant state of as New Hampshire and Maine. Duke's
siege. Attacks are being leveled from the base of support is made up mostly of
left, right, and middle of the American conservatives in the southern states. What
political spectrum. The glamour days of is particularly frightening about Duke's
Bush's globe-trotting foreign policy and entry into the race is thathe will probably
its highly vaunted successes are reced- use the publicity from the primaries to
ing in the face of a deteriorating domes- aid him in a third party campaign in the
tic economy.
general election. The fact that Duke has
The fact that Bush is being attacked attat ched himself to the Republican p arty
from the left is no surprise since they is a liability to Bush: the majority of
have been at odds with him since the Americans are revolted by Mr. Duke's
day he was elected. However, what virulent racism.
should be of more concern to Bush is the
The most pressing problem in
fact that he is losing support from both America today, however, is the faltering
the moderates and conservatives within economy. On this, Bushhas proved to be
his party.
The fiasco surrounding the resignation of John Sununu did a great deal of Thefact that Duke has
damage to Bush's image of being in firm attatched himself to the
control of his domestic policy. The moderates within the Republican party are Republican party is a liability
disturbed by a White House whose do- to Busk The majority of
mestic agenda has been filled with contradictions. These contradictions are the Americans are revolted by Mr.
result of administration officials each Duke's virulent racism.
trying to make domestic policy.
The most notable, John Sununu, both out of touch with the American
was finally fired after Bush realized how people and indecisive about it. When
much of a political liability he was. How- pressed for solutions, he has repeatedly
ever, Chief of Staff Sununuhas already stated that America should wait for his
done his damage over the past few years State of the Union speech for solutions.
by offending several Republicans with The only problem with this is that the
his frequent tirades.
country wants fast action and its paIn addition to Bush's problems tience with the President is wearing thin.
with moderates, he faces two notable This is indicated by the latest opinion
threats from the right wing of his party. polls, showing Bush to have a popularity
Pat Buchanan, the CNN commentator rating of or below 50%,
The Democrats, if they can get
and former Reagan aid, may soon enter
against Bush in the campaign for the their act together and nominate a decent
Republican nomination. David Duke, candidate, now have an excellent opporthe ex-Klansman and Neo-Nazi who re- tunity to strike against this weak and
cently lost the Louisiana governor's race, faltering President in the next election.
However, the Democrats should
is also vying for the Republicannomination. Although Buchanan and Duke are not dance on Bush's grave yet. They
unlikely to beat the incumbent Bush in should still be wary; he has a nasty tenthe primaries, they may seriously erode dency to draw attention away from his
his base of support and cause him great problems to those of his opponent, ($$
• BY DAN ANNIXT

World & Nation Writer

•

BY THOMAS J.CATLAW
World & Nation Writer

The release of Terry Anderson
this week in Beirut, besides signaling
the possibiibility of increased cooperation and peace in the confusing Middle
East, also ushers in the end of an era that
dominated the consciousness of our generation. Where our parents had Vietnam and their parents had Europe, we
had the Middle East with its perceived
images of turbulence, intrigue, and fanaticism.
For many of us the first realization that a world existed outside of our
own was when we tied yellow ribbons
around the trees in our neighborhoods
or when we sat in front of the television
and saw blindfolded hostages with guns
pointed at their heads on the balcony of
the American embassy in Tehran.
We witnessed an American tragedy when the bodies of dead marines
were dragged out from beneath the ruins of the same embassy. As airliners
exploded above our heads we saw swirling masses kowtowing to a fragile and
stoic old man who denounced us as the
"Great Satan."
But that was OK; we denounced
them right back as religious lunatics,

These pictures - the television
footage - created and clouded
our perception and our
understanding..
terrorists, and some thing quite less than
human.
These pictures—the television
footage— created and clouded our perception and our understanding. We
dismissed Islam as synomous with ier-

rorism, glowed with pride as we attacked Libya and murdered a small girl
who had the misfortune of being
Quadaffi's daughter, and maybe chuckled as Khumani'sbody was thrownfrom

How many of us thought it was
really cool when over 100,000
Iraqi's were killed, but shook our
fist when a single Scud hit a US
military barrack?
its coffin.
The times have evolved and
changed and, perhaps, so have our
views. But have they? How many ofus
weresuckeredinto theGulfWar? How
many called Saddam Husein a "madman?" And how many thought it was
really cool when over 100,00 Iraqis were"
killed, but shook their fist when a single
Scud hit a US military barrack?
We sat and nodded. We heard
the Gospel according to (Bernard) Shaw.
And we believed.
The state of the Middle East offers great hope for some kind of agreement. Yet we, too, must evolve. The
world doesn't mold itself to the American agenda-no matter what Mr. Baker
believes. The region still consumes our
consciousness and will so long as the
United States remains neck up in it.
And yet there is a horrible irony:
as one era passed with the release of
Terry Anderson, it seemed reborn as
the Israelis failed to show at the second
round of peace talks with the Palestinians scheduled to begin December 4 in
Washington. The politicians decidedto
return to their little games. This should
not, though, motivate ustofall unto our
antiquated and clouded assumption,
nor retreat into our little minds, ($

Equal Access Remains Only An American Dneam Top Ten Political
The Corporate Elite Is A White Protestant Male Fraternity
Blunders of 1991
• BY RICK ZEDNIK

rights have come a long way, this is
shocking. It would be embarassing if
We, in this country, are hypocrites. there were only 100 women, or 10%, and
We say that to succeed, you must pull one would expect there to be at least a
your boot straps over your ears and use dozen women on the list, but there are
a pulley mechanism to hoist yourself none.
A society without a history of disfrom the depths of the abyss until you
reach the Yellow Brick Road. That's all. crimination would have women as beWe call it "The American Dream." Capi- tween 40% and 60% of its business leadtalism and democracy are hailed as bas- ers. Ours is not such a society.
tions of empowerment. Anyone can make
The lock-out is not limited to the
it to the top through determination and corporate world. Of 100 members of the
perspiration.
United States Senate, two are women. Of
These ideals are noble, but they nearly 6000 professional athletes in
remain only ideals. America is not an America, approximately 400, or 7%, are
women. Very few of the nation's college
equal opportunity lender.
Business Week magazine lists the and university presidents are women.
It is true that women have sucChief-Executive Officers (CEO's) of the
1000 largest public corporations in the ceeded in gaining access to many more
country, a group dubbed the "Corporate jobs in virtually all fields from which
Elite," in its November 25 issue. The they were historically disuaded.
What now remains is a phenomnames listed represent the controlling
forces in American, and consequently a enon commonly known as the "glass
ceiling." This describes the ability of
large portion of the world's, business.
Sadly, in 1991, the list of the 1000 women to climb the ranks of a profession
most prominent business people in up to the penultimate level of authority.
America reads as though it were from They can see the top, but they cannot
1891. Among the 1000 CEO's, 1000 are reach it.
The situation exists also for racial
men. Not one woman.
Considering we like to think equal and religious minorities. Members of the
Editor-in-Chief

Corporate Elite are, asBusinessWee/cputs
it, "almost uniformly white and predominantly Protestant."
The notion that an old-boys-network may be to blame is not unreasonable. Over 100 of the executives listed
have children working for the company
they manage.
Why is that a problem? It is a
problembecausethediscriminatory system is breeding its own kind for the
future. Access is being denied to women
and racial and religious minorities, in
favor of white Protestant men.
What is wrong with tha t?.The 1000
CEO's listed control an average of $3.8
billion in revenues. Collectively, that is
$3.8 trillion (a three, an eight, and eleven
zeroes) in re venues, or about three-quarters of the GrossNational Product of thi;
United States.
Why must we not tolerate that?
The resourcesof a nationare in the hands
of a population unrepresentative of the
population of the nation.
In other words, in order to reach
the top in America, you need to do so by
way of a masculine, red-blooded, Protestant work ethic. It is the old fashioned
way—it is the American way. ^

10. George Bush denies, in January, that there is a recession.
9. Moro mon minister and Senator Orrin Hatch reads from The Exc
orcist before millions on television
during Hill-Thomas hearings.
8. Paul Tsongas declares campaign for Democratic nomination for
president, before a cheering throng of
three.
7. John Sununu's very existence.
6. Bob Kerrey declares campaign
for D e m o c r a t i c n o m i n a t i o n for president.

•
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5. Bill Clinton declares campaign
for Democratic nomination for president.
4.Chinese government announces full support for Soviet coup.
3. George Bush, inMarch, denies
that there is a recession.
2.Tie: Tom Harkin and Jerry
Brown announce campaign for Democratic nomination for president.
1. George Bush, in November,
tells a relieved America that the recession is over,(
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ARTS
Festival Of Trees, Holiday Celebration, At Wadswoith This Week

•

•ROGER DOLLARHIDE

The Festival of Trees, a holiday celebration, December 7-15, at the
Wadsworth Atheneum.

BY SAMREEN MALIK
Arts Editor

The eighteenth annual Festival of Trees, presented by the
Women's Committee of the Wadsworth Atheneum, opened this Saturday, December 7. This holiday celebration features entertainment and
special events for children, as well as seniors and families. Proceeds
from the Festival will be donated to the Wadsworth Atheneum.
The popular STORYBOOK DAY will take place this coming
Saturday, December 14, in the Hartford Courant Room, STORYBOOK
DAY is a day for children of all ages to meet local children's authors
and illustrators. Each author will give a brief reading. Time will be
allotted for book autographing after the readings. Seating will be on
a first-come-first-serve basis, and a limited supply of books will be
available for purchase and autographing.
The first of the STORYBOOK DAY authors will be Anita Riggio,
a West Hartford, Connecticut-based author/illustrator. The reading
will run from 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Following this reading, at !:00 p.m.,
Fred Harsh, an author/illustrator from Southold, New York and
author of Mildred. Maude & Mr. Goose, will read from his book Alfie.
Arlene Dubanevich, author/illustrator who lives in Connecticut and is best known for her award-winning books Pigs in Hiding,
Piggest Show. and Pigs at Christmas, will read from her works at 3:00
p.m.
The theme of this year's Festival of Trees is the "Family Tree."
Donations to the festival are encouraged to reflect family heritage and
traditions.The Annual Reindeer Ball will be held Friday, December 13.
Tickets are $45.00.
General admission to the Festival is $3.00; senior citizens pay
$2.00 and children under thirteen pay $1.00. ^

'Tea-lime With Jesters" Presents Two One-Act Hays
Student Performed, Directed AndDesigned Pieces Premiere In Gorman^
E

BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Copy Editor

Once again, Garmany Hall was
home to theater that defies all expectations. Last Wednesday and Thursday
the Jesters presented Methusalife and
Escapism and Out at Sea at their annual
"Tea Time" festival.
The Jesters, Trinity's drama
club, is completely run by students, all
with different backgrounds, who share a

«•

common interest in theater. Besides "Tea
Time," the group sponsors various student written, directed, and performed
pieces each semester and offers many
opportunites for budding artists to explore their interests, though workshops
and the like, in a non-academic atmosphere.
This year's afternoon festival
presented two unique pieces which certainly provoked the mind and funny
bone alike. The first, Methusalife and
Escapism, written by Trinity alumna Jen

—-

Trinity Arts
Music:
Friday, December 13—It's jazz night at Austin Arts! From be-bop to swing
to fusion to modern jazz, the joint will be jumpin' with the sounds of two dynamic
groups,. The Trinity Jazz Band will open for some of Connecticut's hottest
musicians, Jazz Sextet. Join the crowd as Goodwin Theater is transformed into a
jazz club for a Friday-the-Thirteenth musical frolic. 9 pm.
Exhibitions:

through Friday, January 31—"Mark Twain's Hartford Connections," the
inaugural exhibition of the Mark Twain Memorial Program at Trinity College.
Watkinson Library, A floor, Trinity College Library. Hours: Monday through
Firday, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. Free admission.
through Monday, March 30— "The Victorian Parlor Garden," an exhibition of books of interest to indoor gardens of the late 19th century, curated by Karen
Clarke. Watkinson Library, A floor, Trinity College Library. Free admission.
through Thursday, December 19—The Studio Arts Annual, a holiday
showcase exhibition of painting, prints, sculpture, and drawings by Trinity College
students, lpm to 5 pm daily. Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery. Free admission.
For more information, call 297-2199.
Film:

Wednesday evenings— A series of films, "Women in French and Italian
Cinema," showcasing outstanding directors and actresses, will be shown in the
Seabury9-17 off Summit Street. 7 pm. Free admission. Wednesday, Dec. 11
For more information, call 297-2001.

Rider, '90 was a cryptic presentation of the piece takes place on a raft in the ocean
human character. The action takes place where three nameless castaways (Marissa
in Lori's (Delia DeCourcey, '95) filthy Felt, '94, Adam Murphy, '94, and John
apartment, at the time of the arrival of Socas, '93) are discussing their fate. These
her old friend Cricket (Vivian Holtzman aristocratic men, barefoot and in tux'95). Cricket, a 25 year old yuppie who edos, have come to the conclusion that,
works as a research assistant in a in order to ensure survival, one of the
"polython square," arrives only to find men will have to be eaten. The rest of
Lori disheveled and seemingly in some play focuses on the various tactics and
sort of trance. Lori mysteriously speaks methods used to decide who will be the
of her roomate, Robert (Marc Furigay, victim. Everything from democracy,
'93 ) as she lovingly caresses a glass complete with nominations, speeches,
head. As Cricket continues to probe Lori and elections, to volunteering in the name
abouther somewhat unattended lifestyle, of honor is attempted. Two of the men
she discovers that Lori has lost her job team together in attempting to convince
and is selling Methusalife, a wonder drug, a third that, because they are orphans,
over the phone from her apartment. they should not be made to suffer more
Lori's previous didactic and mundane unhappiness in their lives. This method
tone changes to one of a sweet salesper- fails when the Postman (Catharina
son as she lists the myriad of symptoms Stephans, '92), who was washed into the
that Methusalife cures including, "stub- sea while performing his civil responsiborn cellulite."' Cricket, after finding bilities, delivers a telegram informing
Lori's months old dead cat in the freezer, the third castaway that, fortunately and
being extremely concerned about her unfortunately, his mother has died and
friends's mental state, decides to leave he is now an orphan as well. And still
the apartment and take Lori with her. another one of the castaways atempts to
Just as they are leaving though, Robert escape death by professing of his poor
enters and proceeds to take Cricket on an and lonely childhood. His true story
entrancing mental journey through one thoughis disovered whenhis Butler (Robof his paintings. Though resisting at ert Baldwin, '93) appears bobbing in. the
first, Cricket eventually finds herself water, true to his master wherever he
mystified by Robert's words. The play must go. The play ends as Castaway
ends as Robert, lit only by light coming John Socas has convinced himself in the
thorough a shaded window, places a • name of honor to help his fellow men.
frozen and unconcious Cricket into a He delivers a final speech about freedom
straw trunk, and places her suitcase in- directly to the audience, while the other
side Lori's.
two men discover a last tin of food that
was thought to be lost.
This mind boggling play was
well performed by three talented actors.
The piece, complete with comeHotzman's portrayal of the well dic one liners as well as cathartic mesgroomed, profesional Cricket was ex- sages, displayed immense ensemble taltremely convincing,, especially as she ent. Remarkable of the three Castaways
uncomfortably entered an environment was their ability to create three very disthat was dichotomous to her own. tinct characters with unique personaliDeCourcey and Furigay both carried ties in a context that offered little in the
mystic dimension to their characters that name of character specificity. The engave them a curious and cryptic edge.
semble emitted a noteable repor amongst
The second piece of. the after- themselves as well with the text.
noon, Out at Sea. was written by Polish
Both pieces combined together
absurdist Slawomir Mrozek and was for an enjoyable afternoon of out of the
directed by another Trinity alumnus, ordinary theater. Certainly keep an eye
Peter Papadopoulous '91. With gur- out for future student productions and
gling water sounds in the background. . events sponsored by the Jesters. $P
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ARTS
Vigil Over Bound Feet Certainly Not A Waste
Performance Works Explore Social Dilemmas Through Movement
D

BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Writer

Friday and Saturday, December 6th & 7th, saw the presentation of
"Performance Works" in Goodwin Theatre. The first half of the program featured "Vigil" and "Bound Feet." "Vigil,"
choreographed by Michael Tracy, was
developed with and performed by students Robin Adcock, Kristin Chun,
Lindsey Felcyn, Melissa Griffin, Vivian
Holtzman, Erin Markey, Gretchen Elizabeth Mihaly, Kathleen M. Powers, Sandra
Silliman and Julia Strong. All were members of the Repertory Performance course
taughtbyTracy. The accompanying music was written and performed by Anton
Webern. "Vigil" is an abstract modern
dance which owes its interpretation not
only to the performance, but also to the
imagination of the audience.
"Bound Feet," choreographed
by Judy Dworin, was developed with
and performed by Trinity alumna Toni

Oram '91. The music of Fred Ho accompanied Toni as she successfully portrayed
the pain, frustration, anger and finally,
the determination of women who have
been and still are oppressed by the desire
of a patriarchal society for small, dainty,
beautiful creatures who are dependent
upon men. Her role is one in which she
is an ornament, a credit to the man who
"owns" her.
"Bound Feet" obviously refers
to the Chinese practice of tightly wrapping the feet of women, beginning when
they are young children, in order to keep
their feet from growing "too large". Asa
result, women's mobility is limited, like
a bird who has had its wings clipped so
it cannot fly away, and they live in constant pain as their warped feet strain
against the bandages. The piece is compelling and ends triumphantly as Toni
discards first one crutch and then the
other to stand proudly and steadily alone.
The second half of the
program/'Waste", was conceived and
staged by both Judy Dworin and Blu.
The piece was developed with and per-

formed by Karen Ann Belevetz, Angela
Grano, Ben Howard, Chris Hudacs, Melissa Kerin, Christine Klotz, Sara
Markham, Anna Menendez, Gretchen
Elizabeth Mihaly, Kathleen M. Powers
and John Socas. All the performers were
members ofJudy Dworin and Blu's Movement and Light course. Sound design
was thanks to Jim Penndorf, and the
background flute music to the credit of
John Locke. "Waste" is an emotionally
charged performance consisting of not
only dance, but also song and script.
Kathleen M. Powers opens the
piece by bringing our hypocrisy home to
Trinity College students, remarking on
the fact that while we sit in the Cave and
talk about the awful state of our environment and "how aware we all are," in fact
we are not aware enough to choose not to
use the "disposable" cups and forks
which only add to the destruction of the
Earth. And that's just the beginning.
"Waste" progresses with the white man's
exploration and claiming of the New
World for himself, at the expense of the
Earth and Native American Indians.

Through the work of its performers, this powerfully directpieceportrays for the audience the subversion of
our Mother Earth as well as Native
Americans, using the voices of the
present and the past through the text of
the performers and some of those who
witnessed the horrors of colonization—
Black Elk, Dominican Friar Bartoleme
de las Casas, Seneca Chief Red Jacket,
Smohalla and Holy Wintu Woman.
Equally effective is the use of trash in the
piece to demonstrate white man's lack
of consideration for the Earth.
Ultimately, "Was te" condemns
the white man for his selfishness and
ignorance, comparing him to the Native
Americans who cared for the Earth and
her resources for her own sake, not for
the sake of its monetary value. In the
end, Angelo Grano delivers a moving
"Red Nation", a song written by herself
and Scott D'Amato, to the guitar playing
of Marc Furigay, and finally "Waste"
finishes with the shadows of Native
Americans reaching frombehindhills of
trash, crying, "Father, you promised." ^

West Reviews Local Music Scene:
Encourages Trinity To Seek Alternate Social Scene
["""I BY PAT WEST

Arts Writer
"Hartford sucks."
Well, that may be true, b ut since
everyone seems to complain that there is
nothing to do around Trinity, here's a list
of the top shows which happened this
past semester. There are clubs and bands
out there worth seeing if you're willing
to investigate a little. It's a real pain with
clubs always gearing shows around making money and selling alcohol, but this is
a rundown of the top 10 shows which
went down when you were complaining
that there was nothing to do except watch
"Baywatch."
l)Nirvana- this trio hit the Moon
in New Haven around the second week
of school. Too bad most people waited

until MTV played their video before they
even heard of Nirvana, but this show
was a total psycho-fest. The Moon got
turned upside downand Nirvana played
a killer set, with "Smells Like TeenSpirit"
igniting a virtual anarchy.
2)Primus/Fishbone-any time security is too scared to go into the crowd to
stop fights and the destruction of seats
means it's a good show. I was able to
push right up to the barrier as soon as
Primus started and stayed there until
Fishbone finished their encore. The
whole place was pretty torn up as both
bands played energetic sets, and there is
no doubting the musical capabilities of
any of these guys, they blow away any of
those classic-rock rip-off rockers and still
have the coolness to do stage dives.
3)De La Soul-they played one of
the nicest clubs (Toad's Place) and
sounded better than 99% of other live rap
acts.DeLaSoul still knows how to have
fun, yet mix in sincerety to let the fans
know they mean business. Where were

y o u ? ;
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4)Red Hot Chili Peppers-at the
Springfield Civic Center, where I expected big-time security. I missed Pearl
Jam and Smashing Pumpkins, but the
Chili Pepperswere pretty good. Ihopped
the barrier and pushed my way past a
thousand fans to the very front and it
was worth it. They were very tight and
Flea can play that bass like a madman.
5)Guido's"Dead-they played here
at Trinity at the Underground and p layed
a solid hour before about fifty people (all
of whom, myself included, looked like
zombies). Despite poor fan reaction,
Guido's Dead sure rocked it, and the
reasonlliked this show wasbecausel'm
sure these guys will get big in Bijston and
I'll have to pay to see fhem.'If you.like
jane's Addiction, Primus, or even James
Brown, you'll like these wackos. Just
watch out for flying microphone stands.
6)David Cassidy-that's right, the
old "Partridge Family" kid is still out
there and he played Toad's a little while

The Writing Center
Regular Hours

S T O f l J Y . KAPLAN
Take Kaplan OrTake'&ur Chances

January GMAT • February LSAT
February GRE • April MCAT

Classes forming NOW!
Find out how to save money
and help the homeless
Call 236-6851 for information & reservations

For the location nearest you, call
800-KAP-TEST

Monday — Friday
1-4 PM, Writing Center
Monday — Thursday
6;30 - 9:30 PM, Writing Center
Late Night
Sunday, Monday Thursday
l6 -12, TomSmith Room> A

ago. Rumor has it that the crowd got a
good laugh out of him. But I think this
guy actually believes that he's serious,
too bad, someone should give this guy a
reality check. But if old wash-ups from
early Eighties T.V. like the crew from
"DifferentStrokes" formedaband, don't
tell me it wouldn't be fun to see.
7)3rd Bass-took over Toad's earlier in the semester, and if they did half
the job they did in Boston this summer,
it would have been amazing. While
their new album doesn't do justice to the
"Cactus Album," this Brooklyn-based
trio still deserves major attention.
8)Ska Fest-happened right up in
the Washington Room and I couldn't
stop laughing once (he Mighty, Mighty
Bosstbnes hit the stage. Bodies were
flying all over the place, sweat was dripping like waterfalls, and at least five
"altercations" took place. This show is a
good example of how people can have
fun without getting drunk.
9)Tom Petty-he supposedly put
on a very good show for the half-full
Civic Center crowd. He played long,
well, and with emotion, or as much
emotion as he can show. If you like that
type of rock, he was the guy to go see.
10)Primus/Public Enemy/Young
Black Teenagers/Anthrax-they all assembled atUCONN one Saturday afternoon and it turned out to be a good
show. Primus and P.E. could have been
longer, but the crowd still got riled up.
' Y.B.T, wasn't that big a hit with the
crowd, but Anthrax thrashed as well as
guys like that can thrash, so overall, it
was pretty good.
The shows are out there to see,
so go see them. The Bad Brains, Public
Emeny, the Ramones, White Trash, and
others are in the area soon and should be
checked out. If transportation is a hassle,
call up WRTC to see who's going, and
who knows, you just may win tickets!
So next semester, go out and see some
good bands to liven up your 'Trinity
experience. (§}
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FEATURES
Eta Alpha: Brotherhood, Tradition, & Commitment
demic heritage: his average GPA is "higher
• BY CHARLES C. FULLER IV
than seven, at least," and he has also fulfilled
Features Writer
all five of his General Distribution requireFor better or for worse, the fate of ments. Despite this scholarship, Eta Alpha
Trinity College's national Greek organiza- still manages to parn'dpateextra-curricularly,
tions lias been, by far, the most publicized its only member active on the Tripod staff and
and most prevalent issue on campus. Yet . on several intramural sports teams.
amid the controversy,anddespite the turbuHowever, there have been setbacks.
lent position that this raging debate has put Eta Alpha has already been criticized fornot
the Greeks on, a new fraternity has recently being a diverse enough organization, but
been established at Trinity - to "champion Fuller is quick to cite the Interdisciplinary
the preservation of the Greek scene through Minor he is currently completing. "The
shining example."
proof is in the pudding - I'm a very diverse
Founded two weeks ago on Novem- fraternity." Another stumbling block has
ber 25,1991, Eta Alpha fraternity has main- been the college's failure to recognize Eta
tained a policy of responsible achievement Alpha, a neglect which tlireatens to affect the
and dedicated leadership. In addition, ithas two-week old fraternity before Fuller even
finishes pledging. A trustee ruling outlaws
uphelditsmaingoalsofserviceablecommitment and concerned hard work to improve any new single sex organization, and a disthe campus environment, EtaAlpha(HA)is agreement arose as to whether or not Eta
the ninth fraternity to exist on campus, and Alpha was a "new single sex organization."
the second to originate on Trinity soil. Italso Replied founder / president / brother /
has the distinction of being the smallest pledge Fuller: "For nineteen years I've been
Greek organization in Connecticut. At single sex - male - long before any trustees'
present, Eta Alpha boasts only one member. ruling." Although Eta Alpha's main goal is
PresentlyiriEltonHall, the Eta Alpha house to generate ah active presence of brotheris moved each school year, in accordance hood, the fraternity does not rule out going
with the Housing Lottery. As a result of this co-ed. "Ifsnotthatlwon'tdoit,ifsjustthat
arrangement, Eta Alpha does not require a I'm the only member of Eta Alpha. Brothercharter. "If s pretty sweet," says founder / hood is the embodiment of somethingbigger
thanalotof things. I'veonlybeeninexistence
president / brother Cliff Fuller '94.
for
two weeks-I'll do anything to stay alive."
"Although I am all these things, I feel
Eta Alpha's lack of experience has
that I am also a pledge by proxy, due to the
fledgling s tage that Eta Alpha is currently in. been the root of its problems and criticism.
Grow th is the main goal of Eta Alpha, for it To compensate, Eta Alpha particiwarrants change, And with change comes patesintheprogramsthattheother ^ p
everything else," Fuller attests. As Eta Al- Greek organizations on campha desperately searches for its identity, pussponsor. Lastsprin
founder / president /brother /pledgeFuller gave blood, and this
toils to establish the fraternity's credibility by fall, he has gone to at
forcing himself to live up to a rigorous aca- least one party every

Elton Hall, built in 1948, has been home to HA's brotherhood since November 25,
1991. Absent fiom photo: C. Fuller, founder, president, brother, pledge, and mascot.
two and a half weeks. "Unfortunately, I
cannot afford the formals."
Fuller doesn't believe that another
single sex fraternity as eEte as Eta Alpha will
create more problems than it solves. "It
provides yet another option - my main goal
is to provide an alternative social outlet."
Despite thelackof acceptance fhatEta Alpha
has received thus far, the fraternity remains
optimistic, and hopes to be around for years
to come. The fraternity's main goals - leadingresponsibility,achievingdedication, concern, service,hard work, commitmentjscholarship, athletics, and Brotherhood - are encompassed by a focus of over sixteen
ays of tradition, heritage, loyalty, and
its main goal-growth. Forbet^ter or forworse,Eta Alpha isyet
x another man to be
ounted in the struggle
f the Greeks.®

ly season, what would it be?

If you could receive any gift fl

//. A • « ,!,- t - .
A , . « "A year's subscription to
"An A in PoJitKalDaU Analyse" t h e ^ e t r o p o l i t a n P O p e r a "
RobKrebs'93
Fat Bunker, Reference Librarian

m

i.

"A sweet lid,"
Cameron Hopkins '93

It has been a
pleasure
serving you
this semester
Happy
Holidays from
The Tripod.

"My brother lo visit for a week."
Carrie Modzelewski '95

"A new pair of skis and a slopes i d e s k i l o d g e i n France.«
S c o t t H o e r l e >92

•• ''.>•:

"A red Porsche with a faithful
boyfriend inside."
, Emily McCampbell '94,

"A life-sized clown."
Prasant Sar '93
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SPORTS
Wrestling Improves With Every Match
Raise Record To 3-1-1 On Season With Win And HeAt Williams
•

BY TED O'CONNOR
Sports Writer

Pure excitement. On Saturday, the
Bantam wrestlers traveled to
Williamstown, Massachusetts to compete
in an invitational with Williams and
Bridgewater State. Compete and conquer is what the Bantams did. Coming
from behind in both matches, Trinity
earned a 23-23 tie with the Ephmen and
a clutch 24-19 victory over Bridgewater.
In order for a team to be successful,
it must be able to rally from behind and
invoke a sense of fear into its opponents.
Trailing 20-0 to Williams, the Bantams
did just that. Because Ron Cino '95 was
unable to cut down to 118 pounds., Trinity was immediately behind the eight
ball having to forfeit the lightweight class.
Trailing 6-0, freshman John Falk at 126
pounds lost a close match by a 10-6 decision. Wrestling at 134, Brian Burke '94
faced an excellent Williams opponent
and lost in the third period by technical
decision. At 142, Co-Captain Mike Taylor tried to turn things around for Trinity
but got caught in a headlock and was
pinned 6:30 into the match.
Behind by 20, Trinity needed a
spark and freshmen Jacob Shaw answered that call by brilliantly pinning his
150 pound opponent only 1:20 into the
first period. Bobby Bligh '95, wrestling at
158, tried to continue the Bantam momentum but lost his match by a 10-5
decision. Co-Captain Jack Kirkpatrick
put the Bantams back in the match as he
won a close 4-1 decision. Representing

the Bantams at 177, freshman Tucker
MacLean was simply outstanding. Outsmarting his Ephman opponent in every
aspect of the sport, MacLean won his
match by technical decision, rejuvenat-

the Ephmen did not have a heavyweight,
Adam Dunn earned the victory through
forfeit, making the final score a 23-23 tie.
Commenting on the Bantam comeback,
Coach Sebby Amato said, "For us to tie

Co-captain Mike Taylor (top) earned a big win against his
SUZANNE FAU.ENDER
Bridgewater State opponent in wrestling's last match.
ing the Bantam attack.
Williams is like a win, for them to He is a
With only two matches left and loss. Matt and Tucker had clutch perforbehind 23-14, Trinity could not afford to mances. I'm proud of these guys."
suffer another loss. Junior Matt
Carrying the momentum in to their
Pedersen's effort in the 190 pound match next match against Bridgewater State,
was inspirational. With the score tied 2- Trinity would not be denied of a victory.
2in the third period, Pedersengot trapped After forfeiting the 118 pound class, the
in a lock but escaped in style earning a Bantam's|bhni'alk posted his first collepoint and the victory. Pure excitement giate win With a 8-2 romp over his oppoEvery face was glowing with enthusi- nent. At 134, Brian Burke got back on
asm. This was Williams. Where were track and was in to tal control of the match
ESPN and Sports Illustrated? Because earning him a 9-4 victory. Co-Captain

Mike Taylor kept the Bantam momentum alive as he won handily with a 19-9
decision.
For the next three matches, the
momentum shifted in favor of
Bridgewater as Jacob Shaw was the victim of a pin and both Bobby Bligh and
Jack Kirkpatrick lost by decisions of 9-1
and 9-0. With Trinity trailing 19-10,
Tucker MacLean was brilliant yet again
as he pinned his 177 pound contender at
2:25 into the firstperiod. Down by three,
the fate of the Bantams lay in the hands of
Pedersen and Dunn. The Trinity bench
were on their feet. Pedersen answered
the call and froze his opponent with a
cross-face maneuver that threw him to
the mat in a position where Pedersen get
the pin.
Leading 21-19, Adam Dunn
stepped to the mat and gave an relentless
performance. Losing 9-3 in the third
period, Dunn went to work. In a minute
and a half span, Dunn outscored his
heavyweight opponent 11-0, earning him
the 14-9 decision and Trinity the 24-19
victory, Commenting on the afternoon,
Coach Amato said, "I'mpsyched for these
guys. It was something our team needed
and we can go into Christmas on a great
note. I've never felt so much enthusiasm
and excitement since I've been at Trinity." With a record of 3-1-1, the Bantams
are carrying a lot of momentum on their
backs. They hope to continue their winning ways for their next matches versus
Wesleyan and Plymouth State on January 16th. The resurgence is alive with

Women Swimmers Dominate Second Straight Meet
2 finish by Kontny and Buchanan in the
100 freestyle put Trinity up by 18,39-21.
A 1-2 finish by Cope and Hewitt in the
200 backstroke and another Aguilar win
This past Saturday against Clark in the 500 freestyle finished off Clark and
University, theMen'sand Women'sswim left the Bantams up 53-25. 53-40 would
teams both soundly defeated the Game- be the final score as the last two races
cocks. Both got off to good starts and were entered by coach McPhee as unofnever trailed in the meet. Strong all- ficial.
around swimming by the women and
McPhee was once again pleased
some great individual efforts by the men with his women, as they have dominated
propelled each to a win.
their first two meets. The Gamecocks
For the women, the medley relay had no solution to the strong and deep
of Chrissy Hewitt '93, Sarah Stuckey '95, Trinity squad. The individual wins from
Cheryl Buchanan '95 and Kim Aguilar Cope and Aguilar along with the strong
'94 found little competition from Clark, combination of Kontny and Buchananin
winning by more than nine seconds. the short distance freestyle events helped
Stephanie Cope '94 thenswam to an easy the women to a second easy win.
win in the 1000 freestyle putting Trinity
Unlike the last meet against Uup 12-4. Later with the score 15-10 Mass Dartmouth in which the men lost
Natascha Kontny '94 and Cheryl many races by fractions of a second, this
Buchanan '94 went 1-2 in the 50 freestyle, time the men won the close races which
extending the lead to 23-11. After a win would ultimately win the meet. A win
by Aguilar in the 200 fly and another 1- by the medley relay of Dave Lynch '93,

• BY PETE CUOMO
Sports Writer

Rob Lenois '93, Aaron Abrams '95, and
Jon Nusbaum '93 put Trinity up early 70. Dave Shapiro '92 earned a tough win
in the 1000 freestyle which was a very
close race for a long distance event. In
the 50 freestyle Nusbaum and Lynch
went 1-3 in a race that was so close it had
to be decided by the place judge.
Nusbaum had a winning time of 23.63
while Lynch was nipped for second despite being only two-hundreths of a second slower at 23.65. Another win by
Shapiro (200 IM) and a 1-2 finish by
Lynch and Jon Donohue '94 in the 100
freestyle left the score at 40-21 in favor of
Trinity. Dave Shapiro cruised to an easy
win in the 200 backstroke, while Wayne
Ogorzalek '95 touched out his Clark opponent to win the 200 breaststroke and
finish the Trinity scoring. The final score

Menfs Squash Evens Record At 2-2
continuedfrom page 14

Hockey On Five Game Win Streak
continued from page 16

the period. He carried the puck
over Amherst's blueline at full speed
thenshiftedpastaLordJeffdefenseman
and passed to Cooke who cashed in.
The Bants recorded their third
goal early in the third period. Carroll
took a Leddy breakput pass and accelerated between the two Amherst
defensemen. Bearing down on Doyle,
he fired through the five hole for the
score. MacDonaldand Snecinski scored
the fourth and fifth goals to give Trinity

the impressive 5-0 final.
Trinity's next game is not until
next semester. The Bantams will travel
to Maine for games against Colby on
January 10 and Bowdoin on the eleventh. Both teams are strong East-West
opponents, but the Bants should be
ready. Forward Jay Monahan '93 commented: "The first part of the season (61 record) should prepare us well for the
second half. With our five-game winning streak we've developed confidence
and are playing well together." (g£j

was 53-42 in favor of Trinity.
It was a good day for the men who
had lost so many close races in their first
meet(a45-411osstoU-MassDartmouth).
Strong swims from Shapiro, Nusbaum,
Lynch, Donahue and Ogorzalekgavethe
team the scoring it needed to win. Collectively they accounted for 43 of the
Bantams 53 points and they got them by
winning the close races that could have
gone either way.
The women improved to 2-0 while
themen evened their record to 1-1. While
the women were strong all around the
men got the great swims they needed to
overcome their lack of depth and get the
win. Both will try their luck at Holy
Cross tbnight. ®) '

same, as the Bants lost 8-1, with captain
Hopkins being the only Bantam to win
a match.
Against M.I.T. and Tufts the results were nearly the opposite, as Trinity only lost three matches in the two
contests combined. Trinity manhandled both teams on its way to impressive wins. The two matches were
sandwiched around the Harvard contest.
Home games for Trinity have
been played on the newly built glassbacked squash courts. The new facility

includes searing which allows spectators to have vantage points on numerous matches at once and has increased
attendance dramatically,
After four matches the Bantams,
are right where Coach Anz thinks they
should be, "We played hard against
Princeton and Harvard, but I don't think
that realistically we were going to beat
them. I was happy with the results of
the other matches, and I think that we
have a good core of players on whom
we can build. Once the other guys
return the program should really take
off. We have a good chance to have a
top notch season and finish in the top
ten In the nation again/'ffi) •
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Men's Squash Faring Well
Coach John Anz has been pleased with
the performance of his young players. "I
Sports Writer
expect that once these guys get a little
more experience, we'll be able to be more
Trinity's Men's Squash team, competitive against the top echelon
which finished at seven and seven last teams, such as Harvard and Yale."
year is back at .500 against this year, as
Coach Anz also mentioned that
the squad has opened up its season with some of the pressure would be taken off
two wins and two losses. The victories of the freshman once the second semeshave come against Tufts University and ter starts and four of his more experithe Massachusetts Institute of Technol- enced players return from abroad. Junogy, while the losses have been at the iors Chris Hart, Justin McCarthy, Blair
hands of national powerhouses Harvard Keller and Chris O'Brien will add much
and Princeton. Thus far the Bantams more depth to the team when the rejoin
have been led by an infusion of young the team in January. "Come January we
talent at the top of the ladder, with the will be very strong between the three
top three spots all being held by fresh- and nine spots." When he returns,
men.
McCarthy will probably step into the top
Playing in the number one spot spot. Until then the Bantams will look to
has been Ryan O'Connell. O'Connell has the freshmen to keep maturing.
a 1-3 record thus far, but he has been
In the interim sophomores Dave
matched up against some of the top play- Hetherington and Chris Felley along with
ers in the country. After losing his open- Ahin Savara '93 and Cam Hopkins '93
ing two matches of the season, against have been helping to keep the team mo vM.I.T. and Harvard, O'Connell got his ing along. Hetherington and Felley have
first career victory against Tufts. Even each posted 2-2 records. Both played
though his record is not stellar, O'Connell tough matches against Harvard, and kept
has made an impressive start. Against the home crowd excited even as the team
Harvard O'Connell kept himself close in went down to defeat. Felley put on an
all three games. In an 18 and under acrobatic show against his competitor on
tournament held earlier this year at Trin- his way to losing a hard fought match.
ity, O'Connell made it all the way to the Hetherington also played well, rallying
finals before bowing out.
back in each of the three games before
Christian Bullitt and Harrison succumbing to his opponent. The team
Mullin, both freshman have played in was shut out by the Crimson, and won
the number two and three spots. Bullitt but one game, Adam Beard '95 was the
is 1-3, while Mullin is 2-2. Bullitt was one victorious party, on the afternoon. The
of tu opl.i\ ci*-to lobe against Tuftb,u hile lesults against Piincelon were ne.uly
Mullin v, on against M.I T and Tutts and
plran' Hun tn I'Wi' 1*
was beaten m the othei Lwo nidUhes.

•

SUZANNE FALLENDER

Due to circumstances beyond the Tripod's control, the
Men's Basketball article could not be printed this week. As the photo
shows, the team is flying high this season with a 3-0 record. A seasonopening demolition of Albertus Magnus, in which Trinity jumped out to
an 18-0 lead, was followed by a double-overtime victory over Coast
Guard. Saturday, the team travelled to Vassar where it stomped the
hosts 85-50. The Bantams were lead by David Jones' 15 points and nine
rebounds. Other leading scorers were co-captain Mike Allen with 13 and
Wetcr VanderHelde, who chipped In 10.

BY PETER M. FRIEDMAN

High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors • 237 White Street • 525-2221
NFL Scores

This Weekend's Games

Denver 17, Cleveland 7
Chicago 27, Green Bay 13
New England 23, Indianapolis 17 (OT)
Dallas 23, New Orleans 14
Philadelphia 19, N.Y. Giants 14
Houston 31, Pittsburgh 6
Kansas City 20, San Diego 17 (OT)
Atlanta 31, L.A. Rams 14
Buffalo 30, L.A. Raiders 27 (OT)
Detroit 34, N.Y. Jets 20
San Fran risen 24. Seattle 22

Tampa Bay at Chicago, 12:30 p.m. Sat.
Kansas City at San Francisco, 4 p.m. Sat.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, 1 p.m. Sun.
Dallas at Philadelphia, 1 p.m. Sun
Seattle at Atlanta, 1 p.m.
Detroit at Green Bay, 1 p.m.
Houston at Cleveland, 1 p.m.
L.A. Rams at Minnesota, 1 p.m.
New England at N.Y. Jets, 1 p.m.
N.Y. Giants at Washington, 4 p.m.
Miami at San Diet^o. 4 p.m.
l'liocniv .L( Dciivi'i", 1 p i n .
I ill If. i In .11 liicli.lil.tpnli^. S ]> m.

(fHI 2H. I'hn

Mmin-'i(i(.i l£fi.'I •unp.i 1 lax 11 1
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KEGS
Busch 1/2
Bu&ch 1/4
Mil's Best 1/2
Mil's Best 1/4
Bud 1/2
Bud 1/4
Miller 1/2
Miller 1/4

S46.00
£25.00
$37.00
$21.00
$52.00
$30.00
$50.00
$30.00

Call Ahead for Wtmm Delivery
of Kegs and Liquor
Specials

Popov Vodka
$10.99+Liter
Milwaukee's Best
Bar Bottles
$7.99+ Case

Directions

Box Scores

Statistics
1991-92 Women's Basketball
Statistics (3-0)
Yr
Fg%
Ej2g
92
30.2
13.3
11.3
94
11.7
60.7
4.0

Weekend Sports Scones
Ice Hockey: Trinity 6, Tufts 3
IP
2P
3P
Tufts
Trinity
Goals: Tu- Armstrong (2), McMahon; Tr- Cooke
Leddy, Mooney, MacDonald, Oglebay (2)
Saves: Tr- Tuck 26; Tu- Tomasello 39
Ice Hockey: Trinity 5, Amherst 0
IP
2P
3P
Amherst
Trinity
Goals: T- Eiserman, Cooke, Carrol, MacDonald,
Snecinski
Saves: T- Tuck 21; A- Doyle 34
Women's Basketball: Trinity 63, Wesleyan 54
1H
2H
F
Trinity
Wesleyan
Line: T- Moynagh 2-0-4; Flynn 4-0-8; Kupa 2-0-4;
Toolan 1-4-6; O'Connell 4-6-14; Chiodo
5-3-13; Hadfield 5-0-10; Armstrong 2-0-4
Men's Basketball: Trinity 85, Vassar 50
1H
2H
F
Trinity
Vassar
Line: T- Almeida 0-2-2; Allen 5-1-12; Jones 6-3-15;
VanderHeide 5-0-10; Tomlison 3-3-9;
McCoy 4-1-9; Aiken 1-4-6; Rausch 3-2-8;
Haffner 1-2-4; O'Day 3-1-7; Burrows 1-0-2

Intramural Update
Soccer has finally ended with Mark, captained by Ernst
Vegelin, defeating Muntle, captained by Ned Rollhauf in the finals
to win the coveted 'Intramural Champions' t-shirt.
A reminder that BASKETBALL sign-ups are still going on
and will be accepted through December 14. NO LATE ENTRIES
WILL BE ACCEPTED!

Player
Chiodo
Flynn
O'Connell
Armstrong
Kupa
Hadfield
Falcigno
Sarmuk
Moynagh
Toolan

93
94
93
94
93
95
93
95

9.7
7.7
73
7.3
5.3
5.0
4.7
2.7

52.6
55.0
50.0
32.1
53.8
38.5
50.0
15.4

Ajpg
2.3
0.3
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.3
2.0
1.0
3.3
2.7

4.3
3.0
2.3
6.3
2.0
1.5
2.3
6.0

1991-92 Men's Basketball
Statistics (3-0)
Player
Jones
McCoy
VanderHeide
Almeida
Allen
Aiken
Rausch
"O'Day
Tomlinson
Haffner
Kinzeler

Yr
94
92
93
94
92
95
93
93
95
94
94

14.7
11.3
10.7
10.0
9.7
5.7
4.7
4.0
3.3
3.0
2.0

Fg%

Egg

65.4
40.0
61.9
36.0
32.4
57.1
71.4
80.0
42.9
37.5
100.0

5.7
1.7
7.0
1.7
2.3
5.7
0.7
2.0
1.3
2.7
1.0

0.7
1.7
0.3
2.3
2.3
1.7
0.3
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

1991-92 Ice Hockey Statistics (10-11)
Player
Mills
B. Mohahan
Leddy
Snecinski
Eiserman
MacDonald
J. Monahan
Oglebay
Ashe
Cooke
Einbender

Yr
94
95
92
93
95
92
93
95
!95
95
94

Goals

Asst
8

3
6
1

3
7
2
2

5
5
• • • ; . : • .

3

,

•'•

1
2
1
3
1

4

±Zr

Pts
11
9
8
7
7
•.

•'"••

5

'

3
4
2
4

7

12.0
10.5
18.0
8.0
8.0
•

:•

6
5
5
5
5

..5.5
9.5
1.0
1.0
3.5
6.5

Goaltenders

Athlete of theillfek

Jeff Tuck '92
This week's Athlete of the Week is the hockey goalie Jeff Tuck.
The senior goaltender for the 6-1 Bantams was named McCabe
Tournament MVP for his inspired play this past weekend. Friday
night, against Tufts, Tuck recorded 26 saves as the bantams
advanced to the finals with a 6-3 victory. Saturday night, Tuck
turned on the jets and recorded his second shutout on the season.
Tuck stopped 21 shots as the Bantams captured their third straight
McCabe crown 5-0. Earlier in the week, Tuck played out of his
mind, stopping 44 AIC shots, 23 in the third period alone, to lead
Trinity to a 6-2 win. Since the Williams game, Tuck has stopped
well over 95% of the shots he has faced.

Player
Tuck
Getzoff

Yr
92
92

W-L-T
5-1-0
1-0-0

Gaa
2.85
3.00

SO
2
0

This Week In Bantam Sports
Games from 11-26 through 12-9

Tuesday 12/10: M. Basketball—at Westfield St.- 7:00
M. Swimming—at Holy Cross—7:00

Post-Season Honors
QB- James Lane
WR-Mike Giardi
OL- Bill Laplante

1st team All-NESCAC |
DE~ Brian Chisolm
DB-John Dauphinee

College View Specials
For this issue, the Play of the Week occured in the Wesleyan
fieldhouse where the Trinity Women's basketball team was facing
its Wesleyan counterpart. Two minutes into the second half,
Trinity was leading by two when Wesleyan's Angle Palmer came
driving down the lane, looking for the easy lay-tip. But Jen
Hadfield stepped in front of Palmer, denying the lay-up and
taking the charge resulting in Palmer's third foul. The foul trouble
seemed to affect Palmer's game, as she had fourteen points at the
half and finished the game with fourteen. The neutralization of
Palmer by Hadfield was a big reason Trinity defeated the Cardinals 63-54.

[Come to the View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best ate, only:
Monday Ni^it - $3,50 pitdiecs of Mttwaukee's Best
from 9 p m to dosing.- %
,
, ;j
Sunday Nigjhi;*Pifchers of Milwaukee's Bestaieonly
$350 between9pjtiandclosing..
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SPORTS

LUCK IS THE RESIDUE OF DESIGN.

Hockey Wins McCabe
Third Straight lime
Tuck Named ToumamentMVP
as Trinity went on to a 6-2 win.
First period scores from freshSports Writer
men Bob Eiserman and Todd
Carroll gave Trinity a 2-1 lead.
In the second Eiserman
The Trinity Ice Hockey team's 5-0
victory over Amherst Saturday night scored again, followed by
earned them the McCabe Tournament Brendan Monahan '95 for a 4-1
title (hosted by Wesleyan) and increased score. AIC pulled to within two
their winning streak to five games. The eight minutes into the third
Bantams were led against Amherst by period. However, freshmen
senior goaltender and tournament MVP John Oglebay and Pat Ashe
Jeff Tuck who recorded 21 saves for the tallied to make the final 6-2.
shutout of the Lord Jeffs. Tuck also Jeff Tuck registered 44 saves in
notched a 6-3 win over Tufts for the goal for the win.
Bantams in the first round game of the
Trinity took on winless
Center Martin Mooney '92 skates down the ice in the McCabe Tournament
four team tourney.
Tufts Friday in the first game
Trinity's winning steak began two of the McCabe tournament. Two min- picking up a rebound and firing into the freshmen forwards tallied important
weeks ago with a come from behind utes into the contest the Bants were down net. A fifty foot slapshot by tri-captain goals for the Bants. Trinity's defensemen
victory over Fairfield (at Avon). Trinity 1-0 after a giveaway and a Tufts goal. Scott Leddy '92 made the score 5-2 two protected their goal well, and anything
trailed 3-2 entering the third period, and Center Martin Mooney '92 tied the game minutes into the third period and effec- that broke through was snared by Tuck.
then exploded with four unanswered halfway through the first period finish- tively iced the game for Trinity. Center
The first period was scoreless but
goals to seal the win. Goalie Rich Getzoff ing off a two on one pass from Oliver Jeff MacDonald '92 added another goal did not lack excitement. Defenseman Tom
'92 made 20 saves in goal for the Bants. Cooke '95. Less than three minutes later for a 6-2 lead. MacDonald's goal came Presz '92 dished out several crushing
Four days later, at Avon, the Bantams Tufts regained the lead with a power just as a Bantam powerplay was elaps- checks to Amherst forwards. Trinity
crushed hapless Quinnipiac 13-5 to im- play goal, but the Bants evened the game ing. It was the result of great puck move- opened the scoring 1:15 into the second
prove their record to 3-1. Trinity was led before the end of the period. Off of a ment as all five Bants on the ice moved period. Defenseman Harry Einbender
by Junior John Snecinski's four goals.
goalmouth scramble, Oglebay slid the the puck around to work MacDonald '94 sent a 40 foot slapshot towards the
•
Last Tuesday the Bantams trav- loose puck past the Tufts netminder.
free from coverage. Tufts made the final Lord Jeff's goal, The rising shot deflected
eled to AIC with hopes of avenging last
Two second period scores gave the: score 6-3 with a late'goal. Tuck had 26 off forward Bob Eiserman '95 and past
year's 9-2 loss to the Yellowjackets. Five Bants a 4-2 advantage. Cooke deflected saves, earning his fourth victory of the Amherst goalie Brian Doyle. Trinity's
minutes into the game AIC went ahead a point shot into the Tuft's net to make season.
leading scorer Todd Mills '94 set up the
1-0, capitalizing on a Bantam turnover. the score 3-2 with 3:11 left in the period.
Saturday's 5-0 win against Bantams' second goal with 12:00 left in
After that it was all Trinity. Five fresh- Less than two minutes later, Oglebay Amherst was the result of solid play
men tallied the six goals for the Bantams recorded his second goal pf the game, from Trinity's entire team. Once again,
please mm topage!3

•

BYJOHNTWICHELL

Women's Hoops Steamrolls Opponents En Route To 3-0 Start
32-18 lead. They were led by the fine
play of sophomore Margaret Flynn's 10
points and by junior Jackie Kupa's 6
Sports Writer
points. In the second half, the squad,
The Trinity Women's basketball behind the solid and sometimes domiteam opened its 1991-92 season with a nating inside play of Kupa, Jen Hadfield
resoundinghome victory versus Albertus '94, Captain Amy Chiodo'92, and Kate
Magnus, 81-44. In a game in which the Armstrong '94 plus the continued hot
outcome was never in doubt, the Ban- shooting of Flynn pulled even further
tams rushed off to early leads of 10-4 and away from their opponent. Withleadsof
16-7 before heading into halftime with a 58-31 and 65-34, Coach Maureen Pine
was able to get
some quality
playing time for
freshman B. J.
Toolan and Patty
Sarmuk. When it
was all said and
done, it was
Flynn's 20 points
leading the way.
A week
later, once again
at home, the Bantams played Mt.
Holyoke. In front
of a decent
crowd, Trinity
romped to a 7538 victory. In
what was a very
physical game,
the
Bantams
struggled to get
off the mark,
shooting only
38% in the first
half. Still, the
Bants had a 35-19
halftime lead behind a strong defensive perforDAVE HETHERMGTON
Margaret Flynn (25) battles a Mt. Holyoke
mance. Paced by
player for the rebound in Trinity's 75-38
junior guards
victory last Tuesday night.

•

BYMIKEGIARDI

Kathy Moynagh, Jodi FalcignO/ Lisa
O'Connell, and freshman Too.'an's combined 15 steals, they continually harassed
the Mt. Holyoke guards into making bad
passes and into taking poor shots. In the
second half, the team heated up their
shooting and left no hope for the opposition, as their strong defense limited
Holyoke to 24% shooting in the half and
33% for the game. Amy Chiodo finished
with a high of 15 points and 11 rebounds,
and Falcigno added 12 points on 6 for 8
shooting. Kate Armstrong also finished
the game with 10 points and 4 rebounds.
Last Saturday night, the Bantams
traveled to Middletown to take on arch
rival Wesleyan. In a game that featured
twin sisters Lynne (Wesleyan) and Lisa
O'Connell, the Trinity squad controlled
the Cardinals yet struggled and were
unable to break the game open.
Wesleyan, playing a physical, scrappy,
helter-skelter like game, brought Trinity
to their level and thus the closeness of the
first half. Defensively, the Bantams
played top notch basketball, and limited
Wesleyan to only 6 field goals in the first
half. Unfortunately, some overly aggressive defensive play led to numerous
opportunities for the Cards and they
cashed in with 14 points from the free

throw line. As for Trinity's offense, junior guard O'Connell stepped to the forefront, despite an ailing back, with 12
points. Jen Hadfield did a superb job as
well, helping to control both the offensive and defensive boards for Trinity.
In the second half, Trinity received
an immediate set back as O'Connell was
reinjured on a pick set by a Wesleyan
player. With O'Connell out, Toolan came
in, and with the help of veteran point
guard Kathy Moynagh, contolled the
tempo and helped to pick up Trinity's
play. Toolan, playing the entire second
half, was consistently good for the Bants,
making solid play after solid play. This
smart game played by the Bantams
guards wore down Wesleyan, and with
the team back into a high gear, the Cards
were no match losing 63-54. O'Connell
paced the squad with 14 points and
Chiodo added 13. Hadfield also played
well with 10 points and her usual strong
game on the boards.
With time to heal their injuries and
get a few more practices under their belt
after last night's game against Wheaton,
this team will become a major force this
season. Demonstrating the type of play
that it has, this 3-0 record may grow into
something much bigger.®
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